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Photo by Ken Brody

Above: MOCO

Mining Co. is a major industry served by a spur of the OS&FRR
and its own 2 foot mining rail. • Marin County, California

Below:

Waiting on sidings until the snow plow clears the line.
Hope the telegraph wires hold up. • Nathrop, Colorado

Photo by Matt Hutson
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LGB America New Items 2022
Includes a Standard Gauge to
Narrow Gauge History Lesson

Sunset Valley Railroad Adds
Composite Ties for Hand Laid Track
Sunset Valley has added solid composite ties for modelers who want to make their own track. The ties are made
from glass filled polypropylene with a U-V protectant,
have a wood grain pattern and are a dark brown color.
They are 0.25” thick and come in two widths, 0.29” and
0.39,” corresponding to a standard mainline tie of 10”
width in 1:32 scale and a narrow gauge tie of 8” width in
1:20.3 scale. Several lengths are available. The new ties
join the Sunset Valley RR line of track, switches and their
pneumatic switch operating system.
email: pete@sunsetvalleyrailroad.com for info.

www.sunsetvalleyrailroad.com

Coming Soon in GR News:
Making Containers
by Chuck Carlson
from Puget Sound Garden Railway Society
Garden Railroading

The 2022 Märklin/LGB New Items catalog is available
for download at www.LGB.com and it includes a new
version of an interesting, mostly European, solution to
transferring freight between narrow gauge and standard
gauge tracks. Just set the standard gauge cars onto
narrow gauge bogies, aka roller carriers! Two pair of
roller carriers would support a 2-axle freight car. Drawbars were used to link the freight cars on roller carriers
to a locomotive and each other. This historical solution,
still used in Switzerland, is not available until this coming Fall, but reminds us that good catalog descriptions
always include something to learn.

48180

Set of48180
4 Roller Carriers & 2 Drawbars

More information at: www.LGB.com
Proving that everything old is new again, an article at
www.arstechnica.com looked at the use of battery-powered four-wheel "vehicles" supporting either end of a
container and traveling autonomously on rail using onboard cameras and positive train control. The article suggests platoons of these containers on "golf cart bogies"
would travel the rails safely distanced by self-driving
technology, allowing individual containers to move off
to company sidings nearer to their final destination than
our current rail yards. Those model railroaders who enjoy
Operations may soon be dropping batteries and RC into
a box car and adapting this LGB roller carrier set.
Story at: arstechnica.com. Search for "autonomous rail cars."
Scroll down to the story "Autonomous battery-powered rail cars
could steal shipments from truckers" dated 1/19/22.

Accucraft Live Steam
Accucraft is preparing an 0-6-0T 1:20.3, 45mm narrow
gauge, butane-fired steam locomotive for Spring 2022.
The "Mabel" is based on a 3 foot gauge Baldwin-style
locomotive (from Marc Horovitz concept drawings) and
will be available in four colors as a kit or ready to run.
Taking reservations now. No deposit required.

"Mabel" 0-6-0T Live Steam Locomotive
Details at: www.livesteamstation.com
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Train Events On Track!
But recheck often in 2022
Train Shows, open layout tours, steamups
and the National Garden Railway Convention are all great places to learn about
new advances in train control, to see new
locomotives and consists to add to our railroads, and to admire modeling by other
G scale railroaders. New friends are made
by striking up a conversation and online
friends become dinner buddies. Vendors
happily share tips; layout hosts love to
answer your questions. All you have to do
is show up.
Local conditions can change rapidly, so check event websites regularly. In
Southern California, this year's Great Train
Show in Costa Mesa has just been cancelled and the March 19 & 20 Great Train
Show moved to San Bernardino County
Fairgrounds in Victorville from Fairplex in
Pomona. Info on Great American Train
Shows (GTS, Greenberg's T&TS and GMTS)
around the country is at:
www.TrainShow.com
Back east, the East Coast Large Scale
Train Show, formerly in York, Pennsylvania,
will be in Annapolis, Maryland, this year
on April 1 & 2. Info can be found at:
www.eclsts.com
As Bill Derville discusses in Club Corner
on page 13, clubs around the country are
planning local layout tours to share our
hobby with interested viewers. Check club
websites and Facebook pages for tours in
your area… or in a part of the world you
will be visiting. New Zealand had a great
layout tour last year.
Registration is now open for the 2022
National Garden Railway Convention
in Denver from June 19 to 25. Early bird
discount ends March 31. Four days touring
great garden railroads, clinics, vendor
hall, barbecue at the Colorado Railroad
Museum, banquet and Ice Cream Social.
Pre- and post-convention 1:1 scale excursion
railroad tours are also being planned.
Details on the Registration page at:
www.NGRC2022.org

Stan Cedarleaf 1938–2021
Stanton (Stan) John Cedarleaf of
Cedarleaf Custom Decals passed away
Dec. 30, 2021 at the age of 83. Stan's
enthusiasm for model trains enlivened
online message boards, informed train
shows and brightened numerous layout
open houses and G Scale gatherings.
His ability to provide accurate historical
decals, as well as individual designs for
G Scale roads, helped garden railroaders everywhere achieve their vision.
When he retired from his portrait photography career, he turned his camera
to model trains and shared his photos
readily. His smile welcomed all.
Stan grew up in northern Illinois, served in the USAF, succeeded as a
photographer, then traveled around the world consulting on the business
of photography, as a missionary and as Food for the Hungry coordinator
in Uganda. He married his beloved wife, Kay, in 1993 and they served at
Tecate Mission near San Diego before settling in Prescott, Arizona, where
Stan served as an Elder at Cornerstone Church.
Many of us in the Model Railroading community got to know Stan online through forums such as myLargescale.com and at shows and gatherings such as Marty Cozad's Battery-Powered Steamup and the Big Train
Show. He was always ready with a helping hand and useful advice. Stan
was an excellent decal maker, adapting computer printing techniques to
our hobby. His own Prescott Short Line reflected his skill at modeling and
artistic vision.
He will be missed by his extended
family and by all he touched in our
railroading world. Contributions in
Stan's memory may be made to the
Cornerstone Church, 700 W. Rosser,
Prescott, AZ 86301.
Memories of Stan continue in the
Letters column on page 38.

And don't forget steamups such as the
National Summer Steamup July 13 to 17 in
Lodi, California. Info at:
www.steam-events.org
Enjoy model railroading with new and
old friends. Make plans now!

Stan Cedarleaf center among myLargescale.com friends at the Ontario Big Train Show 2009
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August Meeting at Alan & Donna Wright’s
Revisiting The Valentine
LNER B1
1:32, &
Alcohol
or Butane
1:32, Alcohol Fired
Heartland
Railroad
Kit $3995, RTR $4495
Kit $3100, RTR $3600
Southern Pacific P8

By Gary Woolard
Photos by Carla Brand Breitner

USRA Mikado Heavy

1:32, Alcohol Fired w/ 6 Free Cars
Kit $4400, RTR $5500

GWR 43xx 2-6-0

1:32, Butane, Green and Black
Kit $2695, RTR $2895

The August meeting of SCVGRC
took place at Alan & Donna Wright’s,
and
their
Valentine & Heartland
Adams Radial Tank
N&W
4-8-4
J-Class
Tiger 0-6-0 with Tender
Kerr Stuart ‘Victory’
Butane Fired
1:32, Railroad.
Alcohol Fired orThe
Electricmeeting began 1:32,
1:32, Alcohol Fired
1:32, Butane Fired
at$1995,
dusk
Kit
RTR
$2160
Alcohol $5950, Electric $5250
Kit $3250, RTR $3800
RTR $1100
so that we could appreciate the twinkling of the scale lighting as the meeting proceeded and the sun fell below
the horizon. More than a dozen members and family attended.
Baldwin “Mabel” 0-6-0T
D&RGW C-25
D&RGW C-18
Ruby #1 0-4-0T
Dennis
quite
1:20.3, Butane Fired
1:20.3, Coal
or Butane Buckley has become
1:20.3,
Butane Ceramic
1:20.3, Butane Fired
Kit $1249, RTR $1499
$559, RTR $649
$599
RTR $5250
$3095-$3395
Kit $599,
the kit-basher. A few months ago
New version 2022
he showed us his built-from-parts
LGB Mogul; this night he brought his
modiﬁed and repainted Forney. Alan
Standing Left to Right: Walter “Scotty” Scott, Alan Wright, Bob & Tina Frein,
brought out his stock Forney painted
Sheri & Dennis Buckley with daughter Kendall, Allen Fuqua; Seated Left to
Ruby
#1
Dorain
0-4-0T
Lawley
4-4-0
0-4-2ST
Faye
Fuqua, Marge Edwards,“Talyllyn”
GeorgeRailway
McLeary,
Gary
a0-4-0T
“Bumble-Bee” scheme to‘Cranmore’
comparePeckett Right: Kenda Scott,
1:20.3,
1:20.3,Butane
ButaneFired
Fired
1:19, Butane Fired
1:19, Butane Fired
1:19, Butane Fired
Woolard,
Donna
Wright.
Arriving
after
picture:
Dale
&
Carolee
Newman
Kit
$559,
RTR
$599
Black,
Maroon,
Blue
RTR
$1795
TBA
RTR
$1700
and contrast. Those shiny silver bands
& Green
on Dennis’ engine sure look smart
RTR $499
against the matte black boiler. Road
name and engine number coming
soon. There was chatting about power
battery
power, grain-of-wheat
Kerrsupplies,
Stuart ‘Wren’
0-4-0ST
Forney SR&RL & WW&F
“Train Bleu” CIWL Sleeper
BR Mk1 Passenger Cars
1:13.7,
Butane vs.
Fired LED’s, etcetera.
1:13.7, Butane or Coal
1:32, Brass
1:32, Plastic body, Metal Trcks
bulbs
RTR $1775
Butane $3200, Coal $4200
$950/Car, $3800/Set of 4
$275/Car
There was one serious topic of
discussion. In the last few months,
several of our more active members
have moved out of state, and this has
Compare Alan Wright’s Bumble Bee vs Dennis Buckley’s customized Forney.
had an impact on the club’s plans for
L&SWR Coaches
Jackson & Sharp Coach
Logging Disconnects
Gondola
pro1:32, the
Brass future. It was decided to put
1:20.3,
Ball Bearing Trucks, Lighting
1:20.3, Plastic Body, Metal Trucks
1:20.3, Plastic Body, Metal Trucks
$800/Car, $3040/Set of 4 Cars
$295/Car
$120/Car
$140/Car
posals for a modular layout and/or a
Timesaver ‘switching’ layout on the
back burner, and to concentrate on
continuing the ‘Table-Top’ layout that
we have brought to Travel Town Depot
GP60/GP60M
3-Bay Hopper
High Cube Box Cars
Allchin
Days for the last several years.
1.5” Scale, Butane Fired
1:29, DCC & Sound Option
1:29, Plastic Body, Metal Trucks
1:29, Plastic Body, Metal Trucks
RTR $3800
$549
$140/Car
$140/Car
Alan gave us a short brieﬁng
of
the steps he had taken to ‘brush up’
the V&H for this meeting, and there
were lessons there for anybody who’s
tried to keep their garden railroad going for
more than a few years.RGS
Alan
Austerity
0-6-0T
#6 Goose
2-4-0 7.5” Gauge Ride-on
Code 332 Rail
5” & 4 3/4” Gauge
2.5” Scale, 7.5” Gauge
2.5” Scale, Coal Fired
Brass and Alum Rail System
is, of
the founding president
Kit $5800
RTRcourse,
$6050
$4950
Kit $15000 RTR $18000
of our club. And as Alan has been
Above: An overview of most of the Valentine & Heartland Railroad.
with us since the beginning, so has
the Valentine and Heartland — it’s
An overview of the Valentine & Heartland Railroad 2019.
continued on page 5
SCVLIVE
GARDEN
CLUB—September-October
2019
Page 4
STEAMRAILROAD
STATION | 33260
CENTRAL AVE, UNION CITY,
CA©2019
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The Kittatinny Mountain Railroad • Shawn Viggiano, Proprietor
The Kittatinny Mountain
Railroad: From
Childhood Dreams to
Adult Reality
By Shawn Viggiano

‘A Man for All Seasons’ in New Jersey

How did the Kittatinny Mountain
Railroad come about? It started in
2008 when I bought my first G scale
train, a Bachmann Big Hauler set.
As a kid, I remember seeing G scale
trains at my local True Value store
and always wishing I could own one.
It wasn’t until much later that my
childhood dreams came true. My intention was to run a train around the
Christmas tree, but my train would be
too large to run all year indoors. Then,
via the internet, I learned that G scale
trains would run outdoors.
My research brought childhood
memories when I would take my HO
track outdoors, pretending it was a line
through the woods with my Lego buildings as structures. The biggest difference was, as a child, I would push
the train around, no track power then!
Remembering the frustration of pushing a train on uneven track, I spent the
winter researching garden railroads
and, by the spring of 2009, had broken
ground on my first garden railroad.
Now, I needed a theme for the railroad and took inspiration from local
history. Kittatinny Mountain is Native
American for "Endless Mountains."
It’s a mountain ridge that starts in
Pennsylvania as the Blue Mountains,
extends into New Jersey as the
Kittatinny Mountains, and ends in
New York State as the Shawangunk
Mountains. During the late 1800s, my
area had a railroad called the Sussex
Railroad which never crossed the
Kittatinny Mountains. The lines ended
in the small towns in the valley below.
The Sussex Railroad was a freight and
passenger line serving the local farms
in the area.

A battery-powered Hartland Big John pulls a logging train through the
pine forest in winter, past piles of snow cleared from the track.

A quick stop at a scratch-built station as a family of racoons plot their next move.
I always had a fascination for
steam trains, especially trains that
ran during the late 1800s. Being an
avid outdoor person and having a site
for mountains and woods, I thought,
"What if the Sussex Railroad went
into the Kittatinny Mountains? What if
trains had been used for logging operations?"
The Kittatinny Mountains were
logged, but the logs were transported
via horse and sleigh and then floated
down the Delaware River. The mountain communities had sawmills, failed
mines, small farms, and prosperous

Featured Layout: Shawn Viggiano's Kittatinny Mountain Railroad   GR News Original Content

charcoal industries. After reading the
history of the area, the theme for my
railroad emerged, a narrow-gauge
logging line.
Let’s fast forward to today, almost
13 years later. The railroad’s theme
has stayed the same, but my knowledge of garden railroading has grown
and that’s what I will focus on. My first
layout was track powered and its focus was narrow gauge at 1:22 to 1:24
scale. As time went on, I shifted my
focus to battery power and live steam,
and put more emphasis on modeling
at 1:20.3 scale.

Garden Railroading News Page 7
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Dinosaurs ride through the desert as Percy circles past.
A logging train hauling a load of logs after a snowstorm.

st

le

A Hartland Big John (a cross between a Heisler and Dunkirk engine) powers
a summer logging consist through the thickly vegetated pine forest.

Tu
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Viewing Deck

Steamup Yard

Tr
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Starting out, I had no experience
in modeling, little knowledge of what
scale meant, and had to teach myself how to disassemble an engine
to convert it to battery power. I was
determined to learn, to save money
and be able to afford the hobby. I used
the money I saved to buy live steam
trains.
I’m not a fine scale modeler. I model by eyeballing things. Modeling a
narrow-gauge logging theme allows
my mistakes to work, since, back then,
things were built to function and not
look pretty. My eyeballing modeling
method is my signature. It makes my
layout unique from other layouts. I'm
a big fan of keeping things simple.
That's one of the things I tell people
getting into garden railroading: "Don’t
overthink things. Get track down and
have fun."
My layout started out as a folded
dog bone loop with a connector between the two loops. The folded dog
bone had two reversing switches. I
have since taken the two switches out
for more reliable operations. An outer
loop is 10' diameter; an inner loop, the
‘Backwoods Line’ is 8' diameter.
A second layout was built for live
steam so the layout had to be level,
although we all know that is an impossible task when dealing with track on
the ground. Grades change seasonally. One season a spot is level, the next
season a slight grade appears or vice
versa. One end of the layout is elevated about 1 to 2 feet. This gives me a
perfect spot for a small yard where I
can prep my steam trains. On the low
end of the layout, I have a deck that
makes a perfect elevated area to sit
and watch the trains. The layout lies
next to my garage, providing easy
storage access.
One of the biggest things I decided
to do on the new layout was to hand
lay all track using cedar ties and miniature railroad spikes. It was a task
many warned against, but I’m glad I
went with my gut and hand laid my
track. In my eyes, plastic ties will never look as good as real wood ties and
cedar ties fit the theme of the KMRR.

d
ere
C ov d g e
i
Br

The track plan for Shawn's current layout allows
small locomotives to take tighter curves through the backwoods.

Featured Layout: Shawn Viggiano's Kittatinny Mountain Railroad   GR News Original Content
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All track is floating on stone dust ballast. Rainfall drains well through the
ballast, frost-heave is not a problem. It
holds the track well, acting as a weak
cement.
Live steam was missing until a
friend brought a live steam loco to
an open railroad day. I’ll never forget watching his locomotive coming
out one of my tunnels with its steam
plumes, whistle blowing and the chug
sound. I knew from that moment I
needed to run live steam to complete
the theme of the KMRR.
My first live steam locomotive was
an Aristocraft 0-4-0. It was a great
first live steam loco, but didn’t fit my
logging theme. After selling it, I purchased an Accucraft Forney, a loco
that fit my theme and became one
of my favorite rod locomotives. Over
the next few years, I purchased more
live steam locomotives. I found that I
really enjoyed running smaller style
locomotives like 0-4-0’s and smaller
logging locomotives like the Heislers,
Climaxes and Shays, as well as a few
smaller rod engines like an Accucraft
Legend 4-4-0. They all fit my railroad's
theme!
I enjoy running trains in the winter,
especially when it snows. There is
something magical about waking up to
a fresh coating of snow and seeing my
buildings lit up, one reason my buildings stay out year-round. It’s rewarding
to look out and see my railroad empire
even though no trains are running. I
love steaming a locomotive through
a snowy landscape with its steam
plumes. I enjoy pushing the limits. I’ll
clear the line using a kid’s shovel, create a canyon, then run a train through
it, with snow walls as high as 2 feet.
There are many challenges running
in the winter: staying warm, ice on the
tracks, and keeping the locomotive
hot enough to produce enough steam.
For me that’s part of the fun, just as
each new season brings different challenges. The KMRR has withstood blizzards, hurricanes, extreme cold and
extreme heat. It even survived Yogi
the Bear walking through it.

Hand layed track with cedar ties, newly laid above,
is weathering well over the years.

A live steam Roundhouse Forney crossing the trestle on fall day.

A small BAGRS Project Engines backwoods locomotive
transports a load of wood on a cold morning.

Featured Layout: Shawn Viggiano's Kittatinny Mountain Railroad   GR News Original Content
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I have found that the more plants, the better the KMRR
looks. I have experimented with different plants; some
worked out well, while others have not. I use a lot of different ground covers, a variety of sedums, thyme, phlox, bluets and many more that I forget. In the northeast, forests
tend to be thick; adding different varieties of ground cover
helps me get that look. I don’t try to separate my plants.
I let mother nature decide what grows where. Some of
the hardier plants take over the weaker ones. Eventually
the plants find balance giving everything a natural look.
For trees, I use Dwarf Alberta Spruce. Pine forests are
my favorite forests and Dwarf Alberta Spruces are very
affordable, found at most box stores. In six years, I have
acquired over 70 pine trees. I wanted my layout to have
the feel of the backwoods. That meant few structures and
letting the conifers steal the show.
I love photographing my layout, creating scenes with
and without trains. I try to make realistic, believable
scenes, like a logger warming up around a barrel fire with
a real fire inside. I’ll set some old brush on fire to convey
a forest or brush fire. [Ed. Note: Not recommended in areas
prone to wildfires.] I also enjoy creating videos of my trains
running past the scenes.
Social media platforms like Facebook and Instagram
have allowed me to share my photos and videos with people all over the world. Thirteen years ago, I would never
have dreamed that the Kittatinny Mountain Railroad would
appear in multiple magazines and be known worldwide. I
have many friends all over the world. Many I have never
met in person, but communicate with via the web. Some
of them have come from all parts of the world to visit the
KMRR.
The Kittatinny Mountain Railroad has been a labor of
love and my escape from reality. I spend more time outdoors with Mother Nature, both alone and with others. It’s
an art that is never truly finished. Inspiration for improvement strikes often, whether it’s redoing a structure, relaying a section of track, switching buildings around or an
idea seen on-line. The possibilities are endless.
Web site: www.kittatinnymountainrailroad.tripod.com
Go to page 37 for a snowy scene on the Kittatinny.

A Shay pulls this logging load to the sawmill.

10

The logging camp sits in thick forest amid tall spruce.

A realistic backwoods scene at the sawmill:
loggers on break warm themselves with a real fire.

A Regner live steam Class A Climax steam loco
hauls logs to the sawmill in early spring.

Hainseville depot at sunset as seen from the steamup yard.

Featured Layout: Shawn Viggiano's Kittatinny Mountain Railroad   GR News Original Content
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Christmas Modular Display at the Cradle of Aviation
Member turn out at the Cradle was good. The New Lift Bridge showed a lot of
interest. There are a few bugs that still have to be engineered out. But that is
to be expected with any engineering project of this magnitude.
“Interactive trains with younger attendees”, a short story.

New model of Hell’s Gate Bridge
courtesy of George Stamataides

Extension of the yards and the turntable

One day recently at the Cradle I noticed two young boys watching our trains.
They were so attentive and behaved so I walked over to them and talked with
their mother who was with them. I asked if the boys could help me blow the
steam whistle. She said yes. Christopher was 8, Dannell 6. I told them when
the train comes around you can help me blow the train whistle. I held the
controller and told Christopher to press number 2 on the bottom. Lo and
behold the engine whistle was blowing. I repeated for Dannell.

The next day guess who was back at the trains. You guessed it. Christopher
and Dannell. Again I went over to them. Their mom told me that the boys
couldn’t wait to come back. All they were talking about was that train whistle
and that they made it blow. I told them and their mom sorry I didn’t have my
trains today. All were disappointed. Next, now the third day the boys were
back. This time I had my trains and again let them blow the whistle. By the
way, they have season passes to the Cradle. They weren’t going to be there on
the fourth day, they were going to New Jersey. What I am trying to get at is
this. We need to make our modules and possibly our ground display
interactive with kids if we have any chance of enticing them to love trains.
We have to show them that there are other
buttons to push that can be fun besides their
phones. I am working on a module and
planning to make it interactive. Hoping it will
work. Only time will tell.
—Mike Kmeth, President LIGRS

New drawbridge construc�on wor�ing �ne

<

Page 6
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Club Corner
How are we going to grow or at least
sustain our hobby? That question is what
drove a number of us to start this magazine
after Kalmbach stopped printing Garden
Railways magazine. We need to grow
our club membership to get people to run
committees, join our board of directors,
build new layouts, and keep the club strong.
This is a troubling question for many clubs.
You can’t expect people to seek you out;
you need to seek them, recruit them.
As clubs age, members are less and less
inclined to do this. But if we want to keep
things going, this is what we must do. How
do you attract new members? Constructing
a G-Scale layout and running trains in
trains shows is one helpful way. I will tackle
portable layouts in a future column. But for
most of us, garden railroading is more about
trains running outside in our gardens. A train
running through a garden with small plants,
rocks, bridges, water features, miniature
buildings, tunnels and real dirt mountains
is interesting, and it attracts people not
currently engaged in trains.
The Rose City Garden Railway Society
has hosted a public tour every year (except
the last two years due to
COVID restrictions) since
2001. We had about 50
individual members then,
and now we have grown
to about 140 families.
The layout featured in
the first issue of Garden
Railroading News was a
layout built by Tom Gaps,
one of our club members
who joined after attending
one of our Summer Tours.
He got interested in trains
after visiting several club
layouts and decided
he could build one in
his back yard. Now his
has been a part of our
Summer Tour for many
years and attracts more
people to our hobby.

Curated by Bill Derville, Past President

Rose City Garden Railway Society • Portland, Oregon

Tom is one of many people that got
excited by touring our beautiful outdoor
layouts. We encourage people like Tom to
join our club, and many are now our good
friends. We have had as many as 750 people
attend this annual event, but usually we have
250 to 350 each year. Many of our guests
have attended previous Summer Tours, and
some come every year. We usually have
a dozen layouts open, more than anyone
can comfortably see in a single day. When
people spend an enjoyable day with their
family touring our railroads, they plan to
return again to see the layouts they missed.
We have learned a lot over the years
on how to conduct this tour, but our basic
formula is the same. Arrange for club
members to open their garden railroads to
the public on the same day. Prepare a guide
booklet and have a printer assemble it for us.
Booklets are then given to 13 garden centers
and hobby shops to sell for $10. They return
$9 of each sale to the club, and they in turn
are listed on the back cover of the booklet
along with their name, address, phone
number, and website. It costs them nothing
to participate, and they get free advertising to
several hundred people
just for keeping track of
booklet sales. After the
tour is over, we pick up
unsold booklets and our
money.
In the March column,
I will explain more of the
details.
— Bill

Share your ideas with me by email at bill@derville4.com and your experience may be in a future column.

Club Corner • Jan/Feb 2022              GR News Original Content
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O.W.P. & RY CO Car
Here's a historical update for those following the bouncing ball. This "train" was known as a motor carrier. At the turn
of the century - the OWP & Railway Company (Oregon Water Power and Railway Company) was running amok
around the Portland area and its suburbs delivering goods. In 1902, Oregon City enacted a city ordinance banning
regular freight cars down city streets (yes, trains used to go right down the middle of some main Streets). So, to get
around this ordinance, the OWP
put
motored
two
positions
Po
r te
r withtrucks
bacand
kwo
oddriver's
s tend
er - coon
mconverted
plete boxcars - hence - not a
"regular freight car" - so they were allowed into Oregon City delivering mail and goods. (Below: Inspiration photo’s
and research material)

LOVE this "odd ball" stuff! So, I ordered
(got off e-Bay) a Bachmann G scale
wooden boxcar kit (Left) that received
the razor saw treatment to make this
OWP RY. Co. car....used the "kit"
primarily for size and as a pallet to glue
stuff.
The wood looks so realistic because it is real wood. Porter engine as well. I got three different sizes pretty cheap altogether. The "rough texture" on the
Took a small diameter branch from a Doug Fir - cut
A little interior detail - but, what I can see in pictures - cabs were
tank was created by liberally dabbing on Mod
into roughly 1" lengths, then split with a wood
not tooPodge
busy. (a
The
roof was
sticky glue - comes in a fairly large plastic
chisel. It's easy to do and results in the most
changed
from
a
wood
roof let
to it dry - then weather it realistic wood - because it is...... The water tank is
bottle from Michaels),
the wood
a PVC joiner - Home Depot - all of 49 cents - if metal
that. -gives
a nice(plastic)
texture towas
an otherwise slick smooth
busy
for me......
The ends were capped with styrene - square fillWAY
box TOO
surface.
I also
have used it on the sand and steam
also made from styrene. The hatch is from a box of
domes on my weathered Shays as the real deal
spares I have - its actually a tank entry hatch. Thin
domes appear to be cast in metal and have a rough
styrene straps around the ends. The rivets I
surface.
ordered from England off e-Bay from a company
that makes tiny round-headed rivets for miniature
Bruce McKinney
boilers. I used this product on the back head of the
12
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That's a Lionel O scale cow catcher on a
Bachmann product. Figured there would be
some required trimming to get a good
fit....amazingly - the cow catcher fit
PERFECTLY into a slot on the Bachmann
undercarriage - almost like it was made for
the fit.

Por ter with backwoods tender - complete

My modeler's creative license
comes into play here. With no
real decent pictures of the
trucks on these motor carriers,
a Google search found period
trucks from 1913 for streetcar
and interurban trains. (A Brill
no. 21E truck for those
counting) Well - this is
technically an interurban train
- so, I went with these. Thought they looked reasonably easy to scratchbuild, and the fact I know it's for interurban cars - I figure I can't be too far off.

The wood looks so realistic because it is real wood. Porter engine as well. I got three different sizes pretty cheap altogether. The "rough texture" on the
Took a small diameter branch from a Doug Fir - cut
tank was created by liberally dabbing on Mod
into roughly 1" lengths, then split with a wood
Podge (a sticky glue - comes in a fairly large plastic
chisel. It's easy to do and results in the most
realistic wood - because it is...... The water tank is
bottle from Michaels), let it dry - then weather it a PVC joiner - Home Depot - all of 49 cents - if that. gives a nice texture to an otherwise slick smooth
The ends were capped with styrene - square fill box surface. I also have used it on the sand and steam
Trucks are in
place
and
look
prettyThe
decent
at on
themy
workbench
these.
Originally,
also
made
from
styrene.
hatch- iswell
fromworth
a boxthe
of hours
domes
weathered on
Shays
as the
real deal I was not
I have - itssupported
actually a tank
entryrods
hatch.
Thin
domes
to be cast
in metal
a rough
going to addspares
that "bumper"
by two
that
sit behind
theappear
cowcatcher.
But,
whenand
thehave
trucks
were in place straps
around
thelike
ends.
The rivetswas
I
there was a styrene
large gap
that
looked
something
missingsurface.
- which, it was. So, I went back and filled in the void
ordered from England
off e-Bay
from
company
with that "bumper"...don't
know what
it did,
buta it
was on the 'real' truck and is now on this copy in miniature. It filled in
that makes tiny round-headed rivets for miniature
Bruce McKinney
the void nicely!
boilers. I used this product on the back head of the
12
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My decal guy came thru with another
perfect set of decals for this thing. Really
dresses up the side.

Por ter with backwoods tender - complete
The device on top of this model is a US 23 Trolley
Base. On close examination of the real deal, the
picture shows this particular carrier did not sport this
device, but rather a single spring carrier. However, this
is where "modeling artistic licensing" comes into play.
These two spring devices looked WAY cooler and, I
had a really good picture of one of these. I would
include that picture - but it's in a catalog of somebody
that makes these US 23 devices and charges quite a
bit of money for them. So, to avoid somebody getting
all legal on me, I used their example and scratch-built
two of my own for about 50 cents in materials. Trust
me - they are an EXACT copy of the expensive kit.
G scale figures generally really
suck!!! Poor castings and not
much detail. So, the figure I
used is from a 1:24 scale
Henry Ford figure set from a
company called ICM. Henry
was a bit too tall so, out came
the razor knife for a trim of
about 1/8 of an inch from his
waist and cuffs. Based on the
inspiration photo of the guys in
the door, I got the height about
right, and I'm pleased with the
period look of the figure. The
Original Henry was sporting a
wrench but, I switched it out for
an oil can.
The wood
looks so realistic because it is real wood.
This was a really
fun and
Took a small diameter branch from a Doug Fir - cut
educational project. I learned a
into roughly 1" lengths, then split with a wood
lot about howchisel.
many It's
RReasy
andto do and results in the most
trolley servicerealistic
lines ran
around
wood - because it is...... The water tank is
Portland and athe
surrounding
PVC
joiner - Home Depot - all of 49 cents - if that.
areas - they'reThe
all ends were
gone
capped with styrene - square fill box
alsoamade from
The hatch is from a box of
now but we had
tonstyrene.
of
spares I have - its actually a tank entry hatch. Thin
lines.
styrene straps around the ends. The rivets I
ordered from England off e-Bay from a company
that makes tiny round-headed rivets for miniature
boilers. I used this product on the back head of the

12

Porter engine as well. I got three different sizes pretty cheap altogether. The "rough texture" on the
tank was created by liberally dabbing on Mod
Podge (a sticky glue - comes in a fairly large plastic
bottle from Michaels), let it dry - then weather it gives a nice texture to an otherwise slick smooth
surface. I also have used it on the sand and steam
domes on my weathered Shays as the real deal
domes appear to be cast in metal and have a rough
surface.
Bruce McKinney

Rose City Garden Railway Society
Portland, Oregon

Rose City Garden Railway Society
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US Botanic Garden 2021
Outdoor Holiday Train Display

Photos by Thomas White
Old Dominion Railways

Tree trunks and branches create the supports and roadbed for multiple train tracks.
Tree stumps serve as platforms for farm scenes built from botanical materials.
Tom accompanied his photos with this note, "I visited the U.S. Botanic
Garden’s annual holiday large scale trains display yesterday. The U.S. Capitol
owns and operates the U.S. Botanic Garden, a very nice facility just below the
U.S. Capitol building. They’ve set up a large scale display inside the building for
years, but this year set it up outside. And it’s larger this year with more space
available. The layout is DC analog powered and the Garden’s Engineering
Department maintains the railroad, locomotives and rolling stock." The theme
this year was "Farming Around the World"—with seven trains running past 13
miniature scenes. The railroad, buildings and scenes were fabricated out of
plant material by Applied Imagination, Paul Busse's company now run by Laura
Busse Dolan. Their work can be seen around the country at seasonal and permanent displays in public gardens, fairgrounds and occasional businesses.

Cranberry Bog, Massachusetts,
United States, North America

Miniature Plant
Expert & Author

creates gardens
for model trains!

Terrace Farming, Rice and
Lentils, Nepal, Asia

Support your Local Train
Shops & Your Favorite
On-Line Train Websites.

Wheat and Corn Farm, Kansas,
United States, North America

Artichoke Farm, California,
United States, North America

Holiday Train Display at the US Botanic Gardens   GR News Original Content

Donate to Railroad Museums &
Excursion Train Foundations.
Keep Trains on the
Rails in All Scales.
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Cotoneaster Ground Cover as a Tree

Cotoneaster
Cotoneaster dammeri ‘Streib's Findling’ & Cotoneaster microphyllus ‘Thymifolius’

by Carla Brand Breitner, Garden Railroading News Editor

Cotoneaster

Streib’s Findling, a cotoneaster, turned up in photos of
the dwarf Chinese elms at Steve and Malinda Jungst’s J2A
Railroad in Nashville when your editor was assembling the
Dwarf Chinese elm article for the July/August 2021 Garden
Railroading News. Vard Moore of North Texas Garden Railroad
Club also wrote up Streib’s Findling in the July/August NTGRC
News. Richard Murray had written about small leaf cotoneaster,
another variety, for the Bay Area GRS. These two cotoneaster
ground covers seem to do well from Tennessee to California.
Perhaps one of them will suit your area as well.
As parkway ground covers, these plants can spread up to 8 feet wide,
but can be pruned to either a G Scale tree shape or a hedge shape as
needed on your railroad. Regular pruning will keep your shaping and control spreading. Small leaf cotoneaster may tolerate higher temperatures
than Streib's Findling. Both varieties can grow in soil ranging from clay to
sand or rocky banks, as long as they do not become waterlogged. Water
regularly while they are being established. Water as needed for your local conditions when your cotoneasters have been shaped to your needs.
C. microphyllus has a smaller, darker leaf than C. dammeri.

Cotoneaster dammeri ‘Streib's Findling’
common names: Streib's Findling,
Bearberry cotoneaster
Cotoneaster microphyllus ‘Thymifolius’
common name: Small leaf cotoneaster,
Thyme-leaf rockspray
USDA Hardiness Zone: 5–9
Sunset Zone: 2–9, 14–24, 29–41

Streib's Findling as a row of trees (above),
as apple trees in town (left), and as a
hedge (below) along the mainline on the
J2A RR in Nashville. Branches are fairly
rigid so don't plant too close to tracks to
avoid paint damage on passing cars.

Steve Jungst of
Nashville writes that,
"In the spring (late April,
early May), the Streib's
Findling is covered with
little white flowers. They
are beautiful when in
full bloom, but unfortunately the flowers only
last for about a week."
G Scale Gardening: Cotoneaster "Trees"

Photo by Vard Moore

BOTANICAL NAME: Cotoneaster dammeri ʻStreib's Findlingʼ
COMMON NAME: Streib's Findling, Bearberry cotoneaster
USDA Hardiness Zone: 5a–8b
SUNSET Zone: 2–9, 14–24, 29–41

Streib's Findling flowering
in North Texas.

Photo by Steve Jungst

Photo by Carla Brand Breitner

Photo by Carla Brand Breitner

Sun or part shade, avoid poorly drained soil
Trim regularly as needed for shape

Vard Moore wrote that "Those of you familiar with cotoneaster, and the fairly large varieties that have naturalized
in North Texas, may be surprised that we found a miniature
variety that grows here called Cotoneaster Dammeri ‘Streib’s
Findling’. The tiny leaves are about as close to scale as you
can get. It has white blooms in spring and red berries follow. It would be a perfect G scale tree except that it has a
prostrate, spreading growth habit. This cotoneaster is called
semi-evergreen, but seems fully evergreen here."

Layouts from Nashville GRC & North Texas GRC  GR News Original Content

Contoneaster Microphyllus on next page
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-- By Richard Murray

haust

wish

rocky soil. As with many plants, avoid wet, poorly
drained soil. It becomes drought tolerant when
established. It is native to the rocks and slopes of
the high alpine areas in the Himalayas.

BOTANICAL NAME: Cotoneaster microphyllus
BOTANICAL NAME: Citrus chinotto orange,
ʻThymifoliusʼ
Citrus myrtifolia
COMMON NAME: Small leaf cotoneaster
COMMON NAME: Myrtle leaf orange
USDA Hardiness
5–7 (down tomicrophyllus,
-20° F)
Botanical
Name:Zone:
Cotoneaster
USDA
ZONE:
9
(down
to
20
degrees
F)
“Thymifolius"
SUNSET Zone: 2–9, 14–24 [Ed. Note: Western Zones Shown]
SUNSET ZONE:
8,9, 12-24
Common
name: Small
This is an evergreen
plant leaf
withcotoneaster,
tiny white flowers in the
USDA
zone:
(down
to -20
spring and
red5-7
berries
in the
fall degrees)
and winter. Its green
Sunset
zone:
2-9,tiny
14-24
leaves are
quite
and are perfect for miniature
themed gardens, like garden railroads, Fairy gardens,
and bonsai.
References
thattiny
thewhite
plantflowers
can grow
This
is an evergreen
plantsay
with
in
to
3'
high
x
5'
wide
and
can
grow
2"
to
4"
per year.
the spring and red berries in the fall and winter.
Its
However,
my 14are
year
old plant
onlyare
8" xperfect
8" and gets
green
leaves
quite
tiny isand
for
just
minimal
pruning
each
year.
References
must be
miniature themed gardens, like garden railroads,
givinggardens,
the plantand
sizebonsai.
for a 50References
year old specimen
Fairy
say that with
the
lots
of
fertilizer.
In
any
case,
this
is
a
low
maintenance
plant can grow to 3' high x 5’ wide and
can grow
plant.
This
is often used
in for
apple
2” - 4”
pervariety
year. However,
myas14a stand
year old
plant
is
trees,
as
is
my
plant
pictured
top
right.
Normally,
the
only 8’’ x 8” and gets just minimal pruning each
year. References must be giving the plant size for a
December 2018

plant would have more of a spreading, ground hugging
look, but to get the effect of an apple tree, the lower
branches have been trimmed off. Branches are usually
stiff and mostly horizontal.

It prefers full sun but will tolerate some shade. It is
best grown in moist, moderately fertile, well drained
loam. On the other hand, this is a tough and adaptable
plant that can withstand even poor, rocky soil. As
with many plants, avoid wet, poorly drained soil. It
becomes drought tolerant when established. It is
native to the rocks and slopes of the high alpine areas
in the Himalayas.

Copyright © 2018, Bay Area Garden Railway Society
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Description
Chinotto oranges, botanically classified as Citrus
myrtifolia, are an incredibly sour orange variety that
belongs to the citrus family. Also known as the
Myrtle leaf orange because of its resemblance to the
myrtle tree, there are four varieties of Chinotto
oranges, including the dwarf variety which I may
have. I may have the dwarf variety because
whereas most chinotto orange trees can grow up to
about 9 feet, my 15-year-old tree is just 18 inches.

0, Bay Area Garden Railway Society
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Though less likely, another thing to check is to make sure that
Though less likely, another thing to check is to make sure
Derailments
your track and turnouts are in gauge. Another check is to make
that your track and turnouts are in gauge. Another check is
By Norm Baullinger
sure that flangeways are wide enough to accommodate a potento make sure that flangeways are wide enough to accommoBy
Norm
Baullinger
tially thick wheel flange, or a smaller wheel gauge. My two cents
Car derailments are a pain and are often caused by debris or
date a potentially thick wheel flange, or a smaller wheel
Car derailments
are a pain and are often caused by debris or
is that a flangeway should be about 0.10″, ± 0.01″.
wheel/track
issues.
gauge.
My two cents is that a flangeway should be
wheel/track
issues.
A bit of caution here. If you have wheels with deep flanges,
Debris or track joint discontinuities are two of the most
about .10”, + .01”.
Debris
or
track
joint
discontinuities
are
two
of
the
most
com0.1″ or greater, and you are using code 215 rail, or sometimes
common causes of derailments. First, check for track disA bit of caution here. If you have wheels with deep
mon causes of derailments.
First,
checkto
formake
track discontinuities.
even code 250, the flanges may ride on the ties (more likely on
continuities.
On turnouts,
check
sure that the
flanges,
.1” or greater, and you are using code 215 rail, or
On turnouts,
check to
to make
sure that
points debris
fit closely
to the
code 215 rail) and/or bump on the bottom of a frog as you go over
points
fit closely
the main
rail.theOften
prevents
sometimes
even code 250, the flanges may ride on the ties
main rail.
debrisfitting
prevents
them
from isn’t
properly
fittingCheck
or the
a turnout or crossover as the bottom of the frog may not be deep
them
fromOften
properly
or the
throw
enough.
(more
likely
on code 215 rail) and/or bump on the bottom
throw
isn’tgauge
enough.
the track
gauge on the
turnout when
rails/
enough to accommodate the flange depth (height). This may not
the
track
on Check
the turnout
rails/points,
especially
of
a
frog
as
you
go over a turnout or crossover as the botpoints,
especially
when theAlso,
turnout
is switched.
to
the
turnout
is switched.
check
to makeAlso,
sure check
that the
cause a wheel to derail but it is sort of distracting.
tom
of
the
frog
may
not be deep enough to accommodate
make sure
that the
between
wing
guard
and
My recommendation for running on outdoor layouts is to use
space
between
the space
wing and
guardtherails
andand
main
railrails
are free
the flange depth (height). This may not cause a wheel to
main rail
are free
from
debris.
Make are
sureno
that
thererocks
are noorsmall
wheels with a flange depth on the order of 0.10″ (and on a track
from
debris.
Make
sure
that there
small
othderail but it is sort of distracting.
rocks
or
other
debris
next
to
the
inside
of
the
rails
as
this
can
with a rail code of 250 or 332).
er debris next to the inside of the rails as this can cause a
My recommendation for running on outdoor layouts is to
cause ato
wheel
to jump
up derail.
and derail.
curvedtrack
trackjoints,
joints, make
make
wheel
jump
up and
At At
curved
As discussed above, in addition to wheel gauge, check your
use wheels with a flange depth on the order of .10” (and on a
sure
that
the
rails
form
a
smooth
curve
and
there
isn’t
a
large
gap
sure that the rails form a smooth curve and there isn’t a large
wheel profile. In my opinion, it should be like that shown in the
track
with a rail code of 250 or 332).
between
the rail
gap
between
theends.
rail ends.
sketch at the beginning with a small radius between the flange
As
discussed above, in addition to wheel gauge, check
Wheels can
garden
railroad
Wheels
can contribute
contributetotoderailments.
derailments.Most
Most
garden
railand wheel surface. The flange height should be on the order of
your
wheel
profile. In my opinion, it should be like that
car/wheel
manufacturers
have their
owntheir
wheel
design,
including
road
car/wheel
manufacturers
have
own
wheel
design
0.10″ or so and there should be a slight taper to the flange and
shown
in
the
sketch at the beginning with a small radius beindependent
wheel suppliers
such
as Garysuch
Raymond,
Kramer,
including
independent
wheel
suppliers
as Gary
Raythe tread. National codes specify a 3° cone angle on the tread
tween
the
flange
and wheel surface. The flange height
Kadee, Kramer,
and SierraKadee,
Valley.and
Some
are more
derail-resistant
than
mond,
Sierra
Valley.
Some are more
as measured from the horizontal. The cone angles I measured
should
be
on
the
order
of .10” or so and there should be a
others.resistant than others.
derail
on various commercial wheels varied from 2.2° to 4.9° though
taper to the flange and the tread. National codes specI’ve had
had derails
derails on
on my
my outside
outside layout
layout and
and many
many have
have been
been slight
I’ve
due to0 tread/ flange radius, this number (calculated from wheel
ify
a 3 cone angle, angle on the tread as measured from the
tracked
back
to
the
wheels
on
the
cars.
This
is
especially
likely
if
tracked back to the wheels on the cars. This is especially
measurements) may not be all that accurate. The point is that
The cone angles I measured on various comone particular
car consistently
derails. Derailments
can often be horizontal.
likely
if one particular
car consistently
derails. Derailments
commercial wheel cone angles do
necessarily
match national
0 though due
to tread/
mercial
wheels varied from 2.20 tonot4.9
related
to
wheel
gauge—the
distance
between
the
wheels.
The
can often be related to wheel gauge: the distance between the
specifications. More on wheel cone angles later.
flange
radius,
this
number
(calculated
from
wheel
measurerails on Gauge
are nominally
1.75″
as measured
wheels.
The One
rails track
on gauge
one track
areapart
nominally
1.75”
Another cause of a derailment when going around a curve,
ments)
may not be all that accurate. The point is that combetween
the
inside
of
the
rails.
The
distance
between
inside
apart as measured between the inside of the rails the
The
dis- mercial
especially a sharp one, is that the truck/coupler combination is
wheel cone angles do not necessarily match national
of thebetween
wheels, wheel
gauge,
is often
quoted
as gauge,
1.575″.isWheel
tance
the inside
of the
wheels,
wheel
often
hanging up. That is, the truck isn’t allowed to turn sufficiently
specifications.
More on wheel cone angles later.
flanges vary
in thickness
tapervary
but Iinfound
them and
to generquoted
as 1.575”.
Wheeland
flanges
thickness
taper
under the car to go around the curve. I use Kadee body mount
Another
cause
of a derailment when going around a
ally Ibefound
0.07 them
-0.08″towide
at the be
tread.
the wide
distance
between
but
generally
.07 If
-.08”
at the
tread.
couplers, #830 or #906. These couplers use a “gear box” that is
curve,
especially
a
sharp
one, is that the truck/coupler comthethe
wheels
plus the
flange width
is greater
wheels
If
distance
between
the wheels
plusthan
the 1.75″,
flangethewidth
is
square, housing a spring that allows the tongue and knuckle to
bination
is
hanging
up.
That is, the truck isn’t allowed to
won’t fitthan
on the
trackthe
without
a lot
of binding.
Thetrack
wheel
gauge
greater
1.75”,
wheels
won’t
fit on the
without
move fore and aft as well as rotate side-to-side. On sharp curves,
turn sufficiently under the car to go around the curve. I use
less,
up to aboutThe
0.12″wheel
or so, and
the can
wheels
acanlotbeof
binding.
gauge
be will
less,still
upstay
to
as the truck turns, the wheels can hit the side of the gearbox,
Kadee
body mount couplers, #830 or #906. These couon
the
track.
If
much
smaller,
they
might
experience
some
issues
about .12” or so, and the wheels will still stay on the track.
limiting the angle the truck can rotate, forcing the truck to ride
plers
use a “gear box” that is square, housing a spring that
going
through
turnouts
if
the
flangeway
on
the
turnout
(or
crossIf much smaller, they might experience some issues going
up and over the rail. This is similar to having too short couplers
the tongue and knuckle to move fore and aft as well
over) isn’tturnouts
sufficient
to accommodate
gauge. allows
through
if the
flangeway onthe
thesmaller
turnoutwheel
(or crossocausing the corners of the cars to touch. In either case, the result
as
rotate
side-to-side. On sharp curves, as truck turns, the
Or, ifisn’t
smaller
yet, they
stay on the
ver)
sufficient
to won’t
accommodate
thetrack.
smaller wheel gauge.
will be a derail and is specific to that particular car. For the Kadee
wheels
can hit the side of the gearbox, limiting the angle the
Or, if smaller yet, they won’t stay on the track.
body mount couplers, the cure can be to file a notch in the side of
truck
can rotate, forcing the truck to ride up and over the
the gearbox where the wheel hits it allowing a few more degrees
rail.
This is similar to having too short couplers causing the
of truckof
rotation.
This
be sufficient.
if therewill
are
corners
the cars
to may
touch.
In eitherAlso,
case,check
the result
other
undercar/frame
obstructions.
If
not,
an
option
may
be
be a derail and is specific to that particular car. For the Ka-to
reduce
themount
outer diameter
thecure
flange,
butinto
dee
body
couplers,ofthe
canmore
be totread
file taper,
a notch
do
that
on
a
set
of
wheels
would
be
a
major
pain.
If
more
truck
rothe side of the gearbox where the wheel hits it allowing a few
tation
is
required,
another
option
is
to
change
to
a
truck
mounted
more degrees of truck rotation. This may be sufficient. Also,
coupler.
Or, lastly,
reduce
the rail curvature.
check
if there
are other
undercar/frame
obstructions. If not,
Now
for
something
a
bit
subtle.
On curves,
theflange,
outside
an option may be to reduce more
the outer
diameter
of the
rail
is
longer
than
the
inside
rail.
As
the
wheel
assembly
more tread taper, but to do that on a set of wheels wouldgoes
be
curve, the
outsidetruck
wheelrotation
must travel
slightly farther,
and
aaround
major apain.
If more
is required,
another
therefore,
turn
slightly
more
than
the
inside
wheel.
However,
option is to change to a truck mounted coupler. Or, lastly,as
most wheel
assemblies
have a solid axle, both wheels must turn
reduce
the rail
curvature.
the same amount and therefore travel the same distance. Without
any kind of compensation, one or both of the wheels must slip.
Slippage between the wheel and rail results in increased friction
Continued on next page.
Continued on next page.
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Continued from previous page.
between the rail and wheel. A long train will require more power going around curves. More battery drain on your locomotive
battery means slower speeds around curves and less run time (assuming your locomotives are battery powered). If the tread has a
slope to it, and some lateral movement allowed, the wheel on the
outside of the curve will ride on the slightly larger diameter part
of the wheel (next to the flange) and the wheel on the inside of the
curve will ride on the smaller diameter portion of the wheel, thus,
matching the difference in rail length.

To allow for lateral movement of the axle/wheel assembly, there should be up to .1” (about a half tread width) or so
side to side movement on the track. Wheels with a larger
cone angle will also help by providing a larger radius differential, and thus more distance differential, allowing for
sharper curves.
For slope differential to work, the wheel/axle assembly
has to move laterally about half the tread width, or
about .10” to .12”, and there should be a slope (cone angle)
of about 5+ degrees, inside to outside, on the wheel (tread)
surface. This combination should provide sufficient wheel
diameter
differences on the wheel surface to accommodate a
To allow for lateral movement of the axle/wheel assembly,
5-foot radius curve without any or minimum, binding (no
there should be up to 0.1″ (about a half tread width) or so side to
slippage).
side movement on the track. Wheels with a larger cone angle will
also help by providing a larger radius differential, and thus more
distance differential, allowing for sharper curves.

<

Page 9

solid axle/wheel combination with ball bearing wheels. You
can get ball bearing wheels with either one or both wheels
having the ball bearings. Either will work. I have used two
21
independent after-market wheels; Gary Raymond (semi-fine
flange)
Kramer
roll-EZ wheels
basically
For and
slopeKramer.
differentialThe
to work,
the wheel/axle
assembly
has to
have
the
same
profile
as
an
Aristo
Craft
or
USA
wheel
move laterally about half the tread width, or about 0.10″ to(both
0.12″,
have
a deep
flange,
radius).
Gary 5+
Raymond
and there
should
be alittle/no
slope (cone
angle)The
of about
degrees,
wheel
has a slightly smaller flange and a larger radius beinside to outside, on the wheel (tread) surface. This combinatween
the
flange and tread. Ball bearing wheels significantly
tion should provide sufficient wheel diameter differences on the
reduce
friction,
effectively increasing locomotive pulling
wheel surface to accommodate a 5-foot radius curve without any
power,
and
reducing
battery drain. Note, ball bearing
or minimum, binding (no slippage).
wheels
will
not
solve
the
limited truck turning issue.
The photo below shows a wheel that has been milled increasTo
summarize
then:
ing its flange depth to 0.1″ and its cone angle to a 5° angle. However,
Wheel
gauge
too large:
most
wheels
havefits on the track tight, will cause binding
around
curves
large, tapered flanges,and may ride up and off the rail, and
going through turnouts. Reduce wheel
on can
the cause
order trouble
of 0.1″ or
gauge.
I
just
put
more and that is the pri-the wheel/axle assembly on a short
piece
of track
and adjust the wheel gauge so that the
mary
reason
why most
wheel/axle
combination
slides sideways about a third to
of these wheels stay on
half
tread
width.
the track going around
curves.
Flanges
too small:
insufficient height and/or too large of a
Many
commerbetween
tread and flange causes wheel to ride up
cialradius
wheels
do not have
over
rail on curves
these
dimensions,
treador uneven track. Replace with wheels
that
have
a
higher
(deeper) flange or “mill” wheel surface
slope, nor do they allow
down
to
increase
for much lateral move-the flange depth to about .1”. And
once you are doing that, mill the tread cone angle to 50
ment.
or
If so.wheel gauge,
flange, tread cone don’t
fix your derailments,

Continued on next page.
Continued on next page.
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Have Layout Problems?
Split Jaw Products, LLC
has Solutions

Battery Power Your TRAINS
For G, O, ON30, S , &HO Scale
RailPro Loco Modules
RailPro
$89
or $167

Loco Modules
w/sounds
$89 or $167

Over 40 helpful G Scale products
PROBLEM / SOLUTIONS

EXAMPLES

LOOSE TRACK?

+

Select 1 amp or 6 amp
w/ sound. Save $139 over
AirWire/Phoenix combo.

+

Select 1 amp or 6 amp
w/sound. Save $139 over
AirWire/Phoenix combo.

o Split Jaw Rail Clamps
The choice of professionals…

Code 332, Code 250/215, Brass & Stainless

NEED POWER or INSULATION?

o
o
o
o

Lug-Zilla TM heavy duty connector
Light Duty Power Connector
½ Length Power Connector New!
Insulating Rail Clamps (shown)

RAIL ALIGNMENT ISSUES?

o Double Length Rail Clamp New!
o Expansion Sets Code 332 Brass (shown)
Code 332 Stainless, Code 250 NS New!

LAYOUT ACCESS CHALLENGES?
o Drop-In Lift-Out Rail Clamps
Code 332, Code 250 New!

o Draw Bridges: up to 42” opening (32” Shown)

Sales • Installation • Service

o Fixed Bridges:

many styles to choose from

603-321-1347

email: donsweet@rcsofne.com
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your wheel profile. In my opinion, it should be like that
the track manufacturers
adjacent to thehave
turnout
not wheel
straightdesign
or level  A brute force approach: if all else fails, add weight over the
road car/wheel
theirisown
shownoffending
in the sketch
at if
thelimited
beginning
a small
radius
be-the
truck
truckwith
turning
angle
isn’t
(see independent
below).
including
wheel suppliers such as Gary Raytween issue.
the flange
and
wheel
surface.
The
flange
height
Gravity works pretty well in keeping things down.
mond,
Kramer,
Kadee,
Sierra
Valley.
Some are curve:
morefile
 Truck
notContinued
being
ableand
to rotate
enough
to accommodate
from
previous
page.
shouldThis
be on
theapproach
order of I.10”
or use
so and
shouldcars
be and
a22
is
often
for there
lightweight
derail resistant
others.
notches than
in body
mount coupler sides for a few more de-slight taper to an
the
flange
and
the
tread.
National
codes
specsteam
locomotive
pilot/trailing
trucks
if the spring
holdhad way
derails
outside
layout
and
many
have
been
the I’ve
“surest”
to on
fix my
a wheel
issue
is todown)
replace
a solid
on your
turnout,
mill down
flange width,
or replace
grees
of rotation,
or mill
(file
the
outeraxle/
wheelify
cone
angle,
angle
onthe
thewheel
tread
as measured
from the
a 30ing
them
down
on
the
rails
isn’t
strong
enough.
trackedcombination
back to the
wheels
on the wheels.
cars. This
wheel
with
ball bearing
You is
canespecially
get ball
wheels with different wheel flange/cone dimensions.
horizontal.
The cone angles I measured on various comlikely if wheels
one particular
car one
consistently
derails.having
Derailments
bearing
with either
or both wheels
the ball
On track, look for debris next
the0 inside of the rail where
though due to tread/
mercial
wheels varied from 2.20 toto4.9
can often Either
be related
wheelI gauge:
the distance
between the
bearings.
will towork.
have used
two independent
afthe flange runs, remove. Fix any joint discontinuities. Although
flange radius, this number (calculated from wheel measurewheels. The
railsGary
on Raymond
gauge one(semi-fine
track areflange)
nominally
1.75”
ter-market
wheels;
and Kramnot discussed above, if you are having trouble going into, and
ments)
may not be all that accurate. The point is that comapart
measured
between
inside have
of the
The diser.
TheasKramer
roll-EZ
wheelsthe
basically
therails
same profile
as mercial
out of, awheel
turnout,
make
suredothat
track is straight
level.
cone
angles
notthenecessarily
match and
national
tance
between
the
inside
of
the
wheels,
wheel
gauge,
is
often
an AristoCraft or USA wheel (both have a deep flange, little/no
Often uncoupling occurs if the track adjacent to the turnout is
specifications.
More on wheel cone angles later.
Soflanges
What
isa inslightly
it?
quoted The
as 1.575”.
Wheel
vary
thickness
andflange
taper
radius).
Gary Raymond
wheel has
smaller
not straight or level (see below).
Another
cause
of a derailment when going around a
Ed Mattison
butBy
them to
generally
.07 -.08”
wide Ball
at thebearing
tread.
Here
is this
“So
What
is it?”
and
aI found
larger
radius
between
the be
flange
and tread.
• Truck
notmonth’s
being able
to
enough to accommodate
curve,
especially
a
sharp
one,
isrotate
that
the
truck/coupler commonth’s
‘So What
Is It?’effectively
is a the
pair flange
of
metal
marker
If the Last
distance
between
thefriction,
wheels
plus
width
is
wheels
significantly
reduce
increasing
locurve:
file
notches
in
body
mount
coupler
sides
for allowed
a few more
bination
is
hanging
up.
That
is,
the
truck
isn’t
to
flags.than
These
are
usedwheels
to mark
the fit
endonofthe
a train
inwithout
daytime
greater
1.75”,
the
won’t
trackNote,
comotive
pulling
power,
and
reducing
battery
drain.
ball turn
degrees
of
rotation,
or
mill
(file
down)
the
outer
wheel
flange
sufficiently
under
the
car
to
go
around
the
curve.
I
use
when
the
crew
doesn’t
want
togauge
usetruck
an
They
a lot
ofwheels
binding.
The
canoil
belamp.
less,
up toare diameter (but not too small) or find other cause limiting truck robearing
will not
solvewheel
the limited
turning
issue.
body mount couplers, #830 or #906. These coualsosummarize:
reflective
usedwill
as the
down.
The Kadee
about
.12”
or so, and
and can
the be
wheels
stillsun
staygoes
on the
track.
To
tation,
e.g.,
couplerbox”
length
or under
framehousing
components.
As athat
last
plers
use
a “gear
that
is square,
a spring
of a they
metal
flagfits
over
one
isissues
the
If much
smaller,
might
experience
some
going
•advantage
Wheel
gauge
too
large:
on athecloth
track
tight,
will metal
cause is allows
resort,the
change
to
truck
mounted
couplers,
or
increase
radius
of
tongue and knuckle to move fore and aft as well
rigidaround
and
easier
see.
If I remember
these
from curve. Having
through
turnouts
iftothe
flangeway
turnout
(orcame
crossobinding
curves
and
may
ride on
up the
andright
off the
rail,
and
can
truck
mounted
couplers
helps
keep
the
wheels
on
as rotate side-to-side. On sharp curves, as truck turns, the
Burlington
ver)the
isn’t
sufficient
to accommodate
the smaller
cause
trouble
going Northern.
through
turnouts. Reduce
wheelwheel
gauge.gauge.
I just wheels
the track
thethe
pulling
ongearbox,
the trucks,
and therefore
wheels,
canashit
sideforce
of the
limiting
the angle
the
Or,
if
smaller
yet,
they
won’t
stay
on
the
track.
put the wheel/axle assembly on a short piece of track and adjust truck
are more
the track.
can aligned
rotate, with
forcing
the truck to ride up and over the
the wheel gauge so that the wheel/axle combination slides side- rail. • This
The is
bad
news to
about
Kadee
on
similar
having
too truck
short mounted
couplers couplers:
causing the
ways about a third to half tread width.
“rough”
outside
layouts,
pulling
a
heavy
load
up
a
grade
or
on
corners of the cars to touch. In either case, the result will
• Flanges too small: insufficient height and/or too large of be
uneven
track,
can slip out
of each
other and
uncouple.
a derail
andthey
is specific
to that
particular
car.
For theThat
Ka-is
a radius between tread and flange causes wheel to ride up over dee
because
Kadee
couplers
have
a
smaller
knuckle
height,
especialbody mount couplers, the cure can be to file a notch in
rail on curves or uneven track. Replace with wheels that have a the
ly their
#1 the
gauge
couplers,
than
manufacturer’s
couplers.
side of
gearbox
where
theother
wheel
hits it allowing
a few
higher (deeper) flange or “mill” wheel surface down to increase more
With degrees
truck mounted
couplers,
there
is
a
lot
more
“slop”
that
of truck rotation. This may be sufficient. in
Also,
the flange depth to about 0.1″. And once you are doing that, mill check
they move
up/down
more
on
rough
track
or
under
heavy
load,
if there are other undercar/frame obstructions. If not,
the tread cone angle to 5° or so.
leading
“coupler
Other
an optiontomay
be toslip”.
reduce
the manufacturers’
outer diameter truck
of themounted
flange,
• If wheel adjustments above don’t fix your issue: replace more
couplers
have
a
larger
knuckle
height
that
reduces
thiswould
tendency.
tread taper, but to do that on a set of wheels
be
solid axle/wheel combinations with ball bearing wheels. Expen- a major
• A brute
approach:
all else fails,
add weight
over
pain. force
If more
truck ifrotation
is required,
another
sive but easier.
the offending
truck iftolimited
truck
turningcoupler.
angle isn’tOr,
thelastly,
issue.
option
is to change
a truck
mounted
• Debris and joints: on turnouts, eliminate any debris, check reduce
Gravitythe
works
pretty
well
in
keeping
things
down.
This
is an
rail curvature.
track gauge, especially on the points. Check flangeway width
(space between main rail and guide/wing rail & frog flangeway).
If wheel flanges are too wide at the tread, then they may bind
in the flangeway of your turnout. Re-rail the guard/wing rails
August
2021
August
2021

approach I often use for lightweight cars and steam locomotive
pilot/trailing trucks if the spring holding them down on the rails
isn’t strong enough.
Continued on next page.
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SAVE THE DATE

VISIT NGRC2022.ORG

Individual Registration
$75 by March 31,2022 - $100 thereafter

REGISTER NOW & SAVE!

Family Registration
$125 by March 31, 2022 - $150 thereafter

See the World’s Largest Indoor
G-Scale Train Display
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293-13986 Cambie Road,
Richmond, BC, Canada V6V 2K3
T. 604-279-9866
F. 604-279-9856
email: adlionprint@shaw.ca
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Automatic Decoupled Car Dead Stop
by Jim Hogenson, Birchwood & St. Croix Railroad
I like to run multiple trains simultaneously on my outdoor
layout. Even though I clean and inspect all the loops before running, there’s nothing to stop a squirrel overhead
from depositing an organic decoupling mechanism on the
track while trains are running. I haven’t found the pause
button on that prolific maple tree either. Since I’m often
distracted visiting with guests, I sometimes don’t notice
that a train lost a few cars until the loco loops around and
smacks into its own caboose. That’s when somebody will
finally yell something.
I spent some time conjuring up all sorts of elaborate plans
for detecting when a train decoupled. A motion sensor in
the caboose was one option. I was contemplating ways
to have it sound an alarm to alert me so I could stop the
train. Of course, who says I’d hear that anyway. In the
end, I came up with the ultimate KISS plan. It requires one
relay, some wire, and some connectors. It stops the train
automatically, and instantly, without any intervention
from me.

This is what it looks like with the connect line installed
on rolling stock and connected. The connect line does
not look too far off of what a brake line would look like
going from car to car. It doesn’t detract too badly from
appearance.

I run battery power, so my automatic decoupled car dead
stop is very simple to implement. If you run track power,
you will need to get a little more creative about how you
connect the relay to the onboard controller, but the same
concept should be workable with most controllers if you
have room in the loco.
The concept for implementing the dead stop on a battery powered loco is very simple. Run the battery power
through a relay. The circuit that turns on the relay runs all
the way to the end of the train and back via what I’ll call
the “connect line.” If anything becomes decoupled, the
slip connectors between each car will disconnect, break
that circuit, turn off the relay, kill power, and stop the
train instantly.

This is what it looks like decoupled. Notice that the pin
header that simply slides into the connectors has easily
pulled apart, breaking the circuit and immediately stopping the train.

continued on next page

G Scale Windows Doors &
Much More!!

Custom Built & Painted Large Scale Trains
Custom Decals made to order

CATALOG
$ 7.00
REFUNDABLE ON
ORDERS OF $50.00
OR MORE

1:24 & 1:20
Window & door kits are laser cut
from styrene and acrylic. Custom
design available.
How-to
All Weather Modeling In Stone &
Cement

www.RRStoneworks.com

Toll Free: 1-877-473-4119 Email:
info@rrstoneworks.com
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The connect line runs the length of each car with a 2-pin
female connector on each end. A 2-pin header is inserted
to connect one car to the next. The connect line wires
that I used come with terminals on both ends. You can use
them as is for short cars, but need to cut the terminals off
one end and splice two together for longer cars. You could
also buy terminals and a crimp tool and make your own,
but unless you need many of them, that is not the lower
cost route. Thread the wires through any holes you might
need to make before inserting the wires into the connector housing. All you care about is continuity, so there is no
concern about polarity here.

The best place to route the wire will vary from one car
to the next, but most often, you can simply glue the wire
to the underside with just a few spots of E6000. Clamp in
place until set.
East Gary Car Co.
3828 St. Joseph Ct.
Dept. GR.
Lake Station IN 46405

The connector at the end of the train has a special 2-pin
header inserted. It simply has a wire shorting the two pins
together to complete the circuit. You would not have to
bring the connect line out the back end of the caboose.
You could just terminate the wire under the caboose and
have it always be the hidden end of train jumper.

This is the schematic showing the battery and relay located most likely in a tender, plus 3 cars represented. I limited the drawing to 3 cars just to keep it on the page. There
is no practical limit. The loco will run out of pulling power
sooner than the connect line runs out of signal.
continued on next page

Sunset Valley Railroad LLC

A complete line of
G gauge track and
switches

IMPROVED TRUCKS & G-SCALE PARTS
F100
G-508

Nearly everything
made in the USA

1:20.3 D&RG archbar trucks
with steel wheels…………… pr./$32.95

[60 Nut•Bolt•Washer Castings]
NBW's ……………………………
60/$3.95

SASE (Self Addressed Stamped Envelope) for list
All parts are cast in white metal.
$6.00 minimum postage & handling
Indiana residents add sales tax
“Prices Subject to Change”

Andrew D. Sunderland
219-614-7165

Pneumatic switch
system, replaces
electric switches

We carry over 20,000 ft of track and 300
switches in stock for YOUR garden railroad
Call 253-862-6748 email pete@sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
See Webpage at www.sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
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I assembled the entire circuit outside of a car just to show
how simple it is with battery power. This setup is ready to
be put inside a tender or box car.
You can get relays with spade lugs if you want to do a more
“proper” job of connecting to the relay. I like using relays
intended to be soldered onto a circuit board and then
simply solder wires onto the terminals because these are
much more compact. Use the bottom view of the relay as
seen on the data sheet to know where to solder wires. The
relay I chose has both normally open and normally closed
contacts. You want to use the normally open contact.
My trains run on an 18.5V battery. The relay is listed as
having a 24V coil. One needs to check to specifications
closely. The relay I used is guaranteed to operate at 16.8V,
so I’m ok at 18.5V. Load rating is 10 amps at 28VDC.
Other than the battery and wire, I purchased all of the
parts needed from Digi-Key in Thief River Falls, MN
(www.digikey.com). They stock millions of parts and are
easy to buy from online. My parts list follows:
PB2031-ND relay (1 per train)
WM15222-ND wire, pre-crimped (usually 4 per car)
WM2800-ND connector housing (2 per car)
S1021E-36-ND or S1021-02-ND pin header (I buy the
36-pin and cut into 18 pcs, need one 2-pin per car)

My 4-truck Shay is one of the places I have the automatic
decoupled car dead stop neatly tucked away. It works
beautifully. Even when I am paying attention and watching
the train closely, it will almost always stop sooner than
I can visibly see a problem. In fact, it works so well that
there is often less than an inch of space between the decoupled cars upon stopping and I have to look closely to
see where the decoupling is.
I’m ready for more trains!

Valley Train
Station
13780 Pipeline Ave
Chino CA 91710
Phone: 909-902-5351
FAX: 909-902-5352
Hours: 10 to 6 Tues – Sat

G Scale Only!
Slot Cars too!
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Direct Radio Control
Battery Power

robert@gscaleinstallations.net

Rail Pro
Phoenix
USA Trains
Kadee
Piko

(717) 309-0706 (c)

York PA

Robert Buck

www.mgrs.org
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Fairplex Garden Railroad (est. 1924) Prepares for the
Los Angeles County Fair 100th Anniversary Celebration

Big Boy #4000 on a siding at Fairplex Garden Railroad.
Union Pacific may bring restored #4014 to Fairplex for the
100th Anniversary of the LA County Fair, May 5 to 30.

The rebuilt staging yard during a test of the new controls.

One of the interactive loops at FGRR during a pre-masks run.

The Fairplex Garden Railroad in Pomona, California, started in a tent during the Los Angeles County Fair of 1924 and
moved to its present 100 x 300 foot location in 1935. Hand-built, ½ inch scale trains were replaced by G gauge in 1997
and the half inch roadbed was repurposed to run cars on roads. The railroad circles a lake and runs through models and
scenes illustrating the history of Southern California. Information and public run dates are at www.fgrr.org. The railroad
runs every day of the Los Angeles County Fair, moving from September to May in 2022 as the Fair celebrates its 100th
Anniversary with a "Back to Our Roots" theme. The Fairplex Garden Railroad Volunteers are working with John Huie, who
rebuilt and ran the FGRR from 1968 to 1996, to display some of the historic trains during this year's Fair.
Rick Bremer, FGRR Coordinator writes, "We re-opened for our Public
Run days in January. After being closed for six months in 2020, we
worked with a crew of 4 for some time. The amount of weeds and debris
was almost overwhelming! Now, with some restrictions, we are open and
following Fairplex masking and social distancing policy. Visitors can still
see all of the trains from our fence and on run days we will always have
our interactive areas open when visitors can run the trains. We will be
open every day of the LA County Fair which has moved to May 5–30 this
year. We are excited about having the fair in cooler weather!
"During the time that Fairplex was closed to the public our volunteers
have used the time to upgrade the layout. Nearly 75% of the layout has
now been rewired and we have introduced a touch screen JMRI control
A visit to see the Fairplex Garden
to our yard area. Our staging yard has also been rebuilt."
Railroad is always worth the trip.

Fairplex Garden Railroad Prepares for LA County Fair 100th Anniversary   www.fgrr.org GR News Original Content
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Victor Vazquez

Nacionales de Mexico Coach Modifications
The selection of the piece is the first step; preferably that it is an undecorated
piece since it will facilitate the remodeling process and will not be necessary
strip the color of the piece.

Door opening
Using a knife, a space will be opened in the
contour of the door, this process is very delicate
since the knife will have to be inserted with
great care and grating each end, 3 to four steps
each time per side, in a period of 30 minutes the
door will eventually come off.
Once the door is separated, each window will be
cut, using 2 mm thick transparent acrylic.
2 holes of 0.15 to 0.2 mm diameter will be
drilled in the end of the door, in there 2 pieces of
brass wire will be inserted so that the door can
have movement.
Two holes will also be drilled, one in the car
chassis and the other in the car body where the
door will be installed.
14

continued on next page
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through the tube installed in the bathroom compartment. The cables will go to the chassis of the car to
connect to the diode bridge and the electrical pickups of the truck wheels.

Lighting the interior
Materials:
22 or 24 gauge wire
Diode strip of 3 diodes per section;
2 or 3 sections.
Full wave bridge rectifier 1 Amp.
One electrolytic capacitor, 4700 micro F. at 25 volts.
In the bathroom compartment, a section of plastic tube 10 cm in length will be placed; it will serve as a
guide and protector to hide the cables that conduct electricity from the car wheels to the diode strips.
The diode strips will be fixed on the roof of the car; the cables that connect to the diodes will be passed
through the tube installed in the bathroom compartment. The cables will go to the chassis of the car to
connect to the diode bridge and the electrical pickups of the truck wheels.
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Finished car
including paint,
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HANDCRAFTED WOODEN GARDEN RAILROAD BRIDGES, TRESTLES AND ACCESSORIES

WrightBridges

SitG-GRNews1-6pg(2).qxp_1-6Ad-GRNews
2/1/21
10:35 AM Page
EMAIL:
MARK@WRIGHTBRIDGES.COM
WEBSITE:
WRIGHTBRIDGES.COM

2 PHONE: (657) 549-4849
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Garden
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Garden Railroad
For over 30 years, Steam in the Garden Magazine
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scale
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together
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Withthat
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that of
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plusbringing
access together
our complete
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hobby.Visit
Available
in Print
and Digital. Withfor
a more
digital
over 30 years smallscale live steam of knowledge.
us online
at www.steamup.com
information. Until then — Happy Steaming! subscription you can download and take us with you on
your laptop or tablet plus access our complete archive of magazines, over 30
years smallscale live steam of knowledge. Visit us online at www.steamup.com
for more information. Until then — Happy Steaming!
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Good Fences Make Good Neighbors
Building a Buckrail Fence
by John Cushman
BUCKRAIL FENCES are common sights in Colorado, Wyoming, and other Western States. Often built
from unfinished lodgepole pine logs, a buckrail fence is
self-supporting and relatively easy to build. These fences do not require digging holes and pouring concrete to
support the poles in soil. Instead the “X” shape bucks
sit on top of the ground, and sections can easily follow
the terrain. They can be moved as needed.
The differences between posts buried in the ground
and the self-supporting fence that sits on top of the landscape can be seen in this photograph. A buckrail fence,
also known as a buck fence, a Jack fence or Jackleg
fence, is a traditional rustic style with a great number of
uses including marking roads, sectioning rolling fields,
and corralling livestock. Two, three or more poles are
placed on one side of the buck and a “rub rail” is placed
at the bottom of the other side to prevent animals from
pushing under the fence if used for a corral.
FOR MY MODEL, I built sections of two lengths, and
joined them with scale lumber to give the look of a long,
continuous fence. They will be placed on my elevated
railway, and removed for storage when the snow flies.
I reduced the number of rails to just two, skipped the
“rub rail,”and used a fencing jig to evenly space supports and simplify assembly. [Ed. Note: These fences would
be easy to set out on a temporary train layout.]
continued on next page

Starting in STEAM is the
definitive handbook for those
just starting in Small Scale Live
Steam. Available in digital format,
you can take this with you on
your laptop or tablet. Assembled
from articles in Steam in the
Garden, this 148-page book not
only introduces new hobbyists to
the fun and excitement of small-scale live steam, but
will also provide experienced steamers with tips and
tricks from seasoned hands.
Buy your digital copy of Starting in STEAM today.
http://www.steamup.com
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While I prefer to work with redwood, it’s scarce and expensive in
Colorado. Thin cedar fence planks
can be found with even grain, and
they weather well. I cut cedar into
1/4″ by 1/4″ planks where 1 inch
equals 2 feet of prototype. Buck
posts are 3″ long, and notched, glued
and stapled where they connect.
A final coating of “Age-it” solution gives the fence a weathered
look. Age-it is a great natural finish for raw wood brewed up from
steel wool that has been dissolved
in warmed vinegar. The solution can
be sprayed on wood, and it flows
easily into corners to give a grey,
barnwood look.
Before I built a wall I’d ask to know
What I was walling in or walling out,
And to whom I was like to give offense.
— Robert Frost
Blushing from Frost’s clever pun, I can think of several
places on my layout where I will run some buckrail.

1987

G SCALE
SOCIETY

The Home of
Garden Railways

Gene’s Integrated Engine and Sound

MostlyGscale.com

since 1987

Good Times with Great Friends
25 UK Area Groups & Free Online Support

Join
Today!
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It will run beside some long
stretches of track with a few wild
animals peering over the top rail.
It will adjoin the horse corrals
and loading ramps.
The national park will have some
sections of buckrail to keep out critters near the cabins.
Are there places on your railroad
that you are likely to give offense?
Is there something you need to wall
in, or wall out? A buckrail fence is
an easy project that adds a western
feel to rural garden railroads.

Locomotive repair
Installation-Sound and DCC Decoders
Sales of new and pre-owned items
Price reduction on all Christmas items

12 Months of Full Membership Now!

Gene Rahrig

PIKO
ESU
LGB
USA

Ph (937) 864-7411

8074 Dayton-Springfield Rd. Fairborn OH 45324

4 Quality Journals (worth £20+)

Email bgrails@flatdon.com for specific information

www.gscalesociety.com

Please let us know where you saw this ad.
We can negotiate on most items.

Society Calendar, free Insurance* & Technical Manual
*see website for details
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Garden Railroading News From Concept to 9 Editions in 18 Months

August to December 2020

Eighteen months ago, Bill Derville, from Portland, invited 30 representatives from the 14 Garden Railway Clubs in the
West Coast Newsletter Exchange to discuss (on ZOOM) the void created by the cessation of Garden Railways magazine.
All agreed that the resulting disconnect between vendors and hobbyists threatened the future of our hobby. The reduced
flow of information between regions and countries would rob the hobby of shared inspiration, knowledge and encouragement. National Conventions would be much harder to promote. Action was needed! We needed to act to sustain the
hobby we love.
Carla Brand Breitner agreed to edit a digital garden railroad magazine built from the great articles appearing in club
newsletters. We envisioned a volunteer-fueled digital magazine, produced by garden railroaders for garden railroaders. A
free magazine where vendors could still reach us economically. A free magazine that would inform, entertain and inspire
garden railroaders and attract new hobbyists. A magazine that would be distributed through clubs, but would also reach
garden railroaders who do not belong to a club. Mick Spilsbury jumped on board to oversee marketing and distribution…
and the train pulled out of the station! This is our journey since then.
• August/September 2020: The West Coast Task Force approves a
‘sample’ magazine that includes ads from club member vendors. The
sample is published mid-September and opened by 2,400+ readers.
• September/October/November 2020: The West Coast Task Force
recruits clubs across North America. Twelve volunteers reach out to
around 120 clubs by email and phone. The response is positive and,
by December 2020, 82 clubs agree to distribute the magazine.
• October/November 2020: The website www.GRNews.org is
launched. A GR News Facebook Group is created.
• December 2020: The first edition of Garden Railroading News is
published. It has 25 pages of articles. 30 Vendors appear. It is sent
to 82 clubs. It is promoted on web forums and social media. It is
opened by 7,000+ curious readers.
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We are at an early stage. Your feedback and suggestions are welcome.
Read page 41 to learn more about this publication, its distribution model, and a possible website/FaceBook page.
Read page 41 to learn more about this publication, its distribution model, and a possible website/FaceBook page.

Garden Railroading eNews No. 1

Nov/Dec 2020

Seasons Greetings and welcome to the �rst edition of GRNews.
Over 80 GR clubs in the US, Canada and overseas have agreed to distribute GRNews
to their members. You can ﬁnd a list of those clubs on our website: www.GRNews.org
— If you don’t see your club on the list, complete a simple form on the website to help us
establish contact with your club.
The many Garden Railroaders who do not belong to a club can get GRNews from our
www.GRNews.org website, and everyone can get more news on our Facebook Group at:
www.facebook.com/groups/gardenrailroadingenews

www.grnews.org

GRNews is a volunteer initiative, started just ﬁve months ago. Modest operating costs will
be covered by modest advertising rates as our vendors are critical to our hobby’s future.

We are delighted with the support received from the GR community to date and hope you
enjoy this collection of articles. Please share the GRNews and spread our hobby.
May your Holidays be joyful and safe!

• December 2020: Advertising prices are set and advertising vendors
are recruited to cover publishing expenses going forward. Steve
Cogswell from Portland becomes our Treasurer. Planning to grow our
hobby and keep garden railroaders connected in 2021 is underway.

continued on next page

www.bridge-masters.com
Track Cleaner

Goes around 1100 curves and switches.
Scotchbrite™ abrasive pad is replaceable.

$95.00 including priority shipping
Serving
You Since
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over 65
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Additional Products:
Culvert Bridge • Sub-Supported Bridge • Telephone Poles •
A-Frame Bridge • Right-of-Way Signs • Retaining Walls •
Brass Structure Lights • Warren Through Bridges • Portals/
Abutments • Modular Deck Trestles (straight & curved) •
Windmill • Bumpers • Coal Bins • Tank Stand •
Loads • Sheds • Platform Dock Set • Fencing
All products are pre-assembled with nails and are dark semi-transparent stained.

Send us a large SASE for complete product line and pricing.

22626 Manalastas Dr, Lake Forest CA 92630
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Garden Railroading News From Concept to 9 Editions in 18 Months
133 CLUBS
CLUBS from
7 countries

January to December 2021: In Summary

January to December 2021

• 6 editions are published with average readership of 5,000+.
• 50 Vendors place at least one ad in the six 2021 editions.
Let them know you appreciate their support for GR News.
• 133 clubs are now sharing news of new editions as part of
Garden Railroading News community—12 from overseas.

Garden Railroading News No.2

GRNews is available to all garden railroaders by free download from our website:
www.GRNews.org , and everyone can see more railroads on our Facebook Group at:
www.facebook.com/groups/gardenrailroadingenews
Our volunteer initiative has grown to include garden railroaders around the world. We
are delighted with your support and hope you enjoy this collection of articles. Please share
the GRNews and spread our hobby.
Stay on track! May your trains run on your timetable!

Garden Railroading News No.3

Looking Back January
2022

Mar/Apr 2021

A Digital Magazine

Garden Railroading is alive and well!
As we anticipate seeing garden railroads in person again, it looks like we’ll find lots of
enhancements and innovations. Garden railroaders have been busy during the pan
demic— laying/relaying track, upgrading landscapes, building new structures, adding
rolling stock, converting live steam engines to coal fired locos and so much more.
We look forward to sharing all this activity in future editions of GR News and via
our Facebook Group: www.facebook.com/groups/gardenrailroadingenews
and our new Instagram channel: @grnewsimages
The National Convention in Nashville, May 30 to June 5, will present an opportunity for
some of us to see the results of such industry in Tennessee. GR News will be there and will
host a discussion to get input about the future of GR News.
Please share the GR News and support our vendors. And Thank You to all
the editors of club newsletters who made this edition of GR News possible!

Garden Railroading News No.4

May/June 2021

A Digital Magazine

Growing the Garden Railroad Community
The committee members of GRNews summarized our mission in the statement above.
We continue to seek ways to support the “stakeholders” in our hobby — the Hobbyists,
Garden Railway Clubs, the Vendors — and to attract the Public interested in garden railways, but not yet engaged, into the hobby. Garden (and indoor) large scale railroading
should be a fun, friendly, hobby everyone can enjoy. Your ideas are always welcome.
Letters to the Editor at: editor@GRNews.org and Club Corner at: bill@derville4.com
Free downloadable editions of GR News are available at: www.GRNews.org
and visit our Facebook Group: www.facebook.com/groups/gardenrailroadingenews
and our Instagram channel: @grnewsimages
Please share the GR News and support our vendors. Thank You to all the club
newsletters editors and contributors who made this edition of GR News possible!

Garden Railroading News

July/Aug 2021

A Free Digital Magazine Produced by Volunteer Garden Railroaders

Garden Railroading, A Balance of Detail and Impressionism!
This issue features several railroads and techniques to add detail to your garden railroad,
encouraging the freedom to sketch in some areas while letting the viewer fill in the story.
Please share GR News with your friends, support our vendors… and let our
advertisers know you saw them in GR News. A heartfelt Thank You to all the
editors of club newsletters who made this edition of GR News possible!

GRNews.org

Facebook

gardenrailroadingenews

Instagram

grnewsimages

Garden Railroading News

Average
Readership of
5.000 downloads
50+ Advertisers

To our readers
accustomed to
publications arriving
with next month’s date:
We plan to adjust our
issue distribution date
in January 2022.

Share your garden railroading activities via

• We have a booth and a clinic at the National Convention in
Nashville. An on-line Survey seeks readers’ suggestions.
• January 2022: We introduce a Garden Railroading News
logo and new cover design in this edition, available by
web-link shared through our 133 clubs, and with 12,500+
garden railroaders across GR social media sites.

Jan/Feb 2021

A Digital Magazine

GRNews is learning as we grow.
Thank you to the newsletter editors who assembled many of the articles you will find in
Garden Railroading News. And a big shout-out to the garden railroad club members
whose tips, projects and photos become articles to share with railroaders around the world.
G-Scale railroading comes in many varieties — and we wish to include ideas for experts
and suggestions for those starting out by moving their “around the tree” train set outdoors.

• By year end 2021, our website has had 17,000+ unique
visitors from 75 countries. GR News’ Facebook Group grows
to 2,400 members. Posting on Instagram as GRNewsImages
starts in April; by December 2021, we have 400 followers.
• A National Formation Committee provides national
perspectives and our Mission Statement: “Growing the
Garden Railroading Community.” We become an LLC. Bill
Derville takes vendor relations off Carla’s hands.

www.GRNEWS.org
www.GRNEWS
.org
17,000 VISITORS
VISITORS
from 75 countries

Facebook GROUP
2,400 members

Sept/Oct 2021

A Free Digital Magazine Produced by Volunteer Garden Railroaders

Happy Birthday, Garden Railroading News!

The first issue of GR News was published a year ago. Twelve months on we have:
• 129 clubs with over 8,000 members supporting the magazine around the world
• Thousands of readers from clubs and individual garden railroaders
• 7 published issues (including this one)

Thank you all for your support!
Please support our advertisers who
make this digital magazine possible.

GRNews.org
Share your garden railroading activities via
Facebook

gardenrailroadingenews

Instagram

grnewsimages

Now we want
your feedback!
How are we doing?

Reader Survey Details
on Page Nov/Dec
4.
Garden Railroading
News
2021

A Free Digital Magazine Produced by Volunteer Garden Railroaders

Happy Holidays!

Celebrate with Trains!
A point-to-point railroad centerpiece?
A loop around a tree?
A front yard display?

Let your imagination play!

GRNews.org

Share your garden railroading activities via
Facebook

gardenrailroadingenews

Instagram

grnewsimages

Inside…
Railroad Garden at the ABQ BioPark:

An Albuquerque Botanic Garden Highlight

Plastic or Wood? Yes!
A Railroad in a 150 sq. ft. Planter
R/C for Live Steamers
And More…!

Thank you all for your support!
Please support our advertisers
who make this digital
magazine possible.

INSTAGRAM M
400 followers

Looking Back

The willingness of 133 clubs to jump on board was key to getting GR News in front
of garden railroaders, supported by our presence on social media. The willingness
of vendors to jump on board was also key. The time devoted by volunteers from
West Coast Clubs provided lift off. Volunteers from beyond the West Coast helped us
expand our perspectives. Thank you to everyone who helped us get here and who
continue to encourage, sustain and support GR News.

continued on next page

DWARF & MINIATURE PLANTS MEAN
MORE TIME TO RUN TRAINS

Gary Raymond Metal Wheels
Upgrade to higher quality wheels!

Easy Installation
Reliable on all large-scale track
PO Box 1722-N, Thousand Oaks CA 91358
805-492-5858 • M–F, 9–5 PST
www.trainwheels.com
glraymond@earthlink.net

NOT ALL METAL WHEELS ARE CREATED EQUAL™

www.miniforest.com
Order online or in person, visitors welcome by
appointment 503 632 3555
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Garden Railroading News From Concept to 9 Editions in 18 Months

2022 ➨

Looking Forward
• We plan to publish editions on the 15th of March, May, July, September & November.
• We will start to source more articles from individual contributors
to supplement content from club newsletters.
• We will stay active on social media and reach out to more clubs overseas.
• We will be back with a booth and a clinic at the National Convention in Denver.
• Reader input will fine-tune the focus and material in Garden Railroading News;
new resources will appear on the GRNews.org website.
• Volunteer ‘Regional Advisors’ will help us stay on top of garden railroading priorities
across North America.

The journey is far from over!

IF
IF YOU
YOU CAN
CAN DREAM
DREAM IT
IT
WE
CAN
BUILD
WE CAN BUILD IT
IT

January/February 2022

# 1 2022

www.GRNews.org

Derailing solutions

Kittatinny Mountain Railroad
Boxcar to Motor Interurban Conversion
A free digital magazine produced by garden railroaders for garden railroaders

NATIONAL GARDEN RAILWAY CONVENTION

WWW.JSWOODCRAFTS.NET

JUNE 20-25 2022  DENVER CO
DENVER GARDEN RAILWAY SOCIETY

Structures, Animation, Motorization,
Accessories, Diecast, Custom Freight Cars,
Custom Work and more.
All structures and accessories are ½" scale • 1/24th, G-Scale compatible.

e-mail: jswoodcrafts@sbcglobal.net

310-539-44246 P.S.T. All Week 10 to 5 P.M.
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Photo by Pete Comley

Above: An

Accucraft coal-fired live steam D&RGW K-28 pulls a mixed consist past the coaling
tower on Lee Barrett's high desert tracks. • San Jacinto & Santa Rosa Mountains, California

Below & Left: A light dusting of snow won't require a snow plow on
the Kittatinny Mountain Railroad yet, but the National Park Ranger
will need a fire in the cabin to stay warm. Fortunately for him, the
Fire Tower is closed for the season.• Kittatinny Mountains, New Jersey

Photo by Shawn Viggiano

Seen On the Tracks
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STRAIGHT FROM THE
IRON HORSE’S MOUTH
Letters to the Editor should be sent as e-mails only to Carla Brand Breitner at:
Editor@GRNews.org
Letters will then be addressed accordingly and/or passed on to the author for further edification. Unless marked
otherwise, letters to this publication are assumed to be submitted for print. Please include your name and club
affiliation. Please note that we may not be able to print all letters, though we will try to respond to them. Letters
may be edited for length and clarity. We are unable to answer requests for information about specific products or
systems; these are best addressed to the appropriate manufacturer.

Stan Cedarleaf:
A Gentle Man
My husband, Stan, passed away on
December 30th. It was unexpected
and quick. As a family, we grieve our
loss, but we rejoice that he is home
with His Lord and Savior. He loved
his family. He loved people. He never
knew a stranger. He was a friend to
many. His friends and clients within
the world of toy trains will miss his
passion and his love of customizing
their decals and promoting the hobby.
We will miss him.
Kay Cedarleaf via Facebook
Stan was well known in the hobby
for his small business, Cedarleaf
Custom Decals. Stan could deliver
those problematic white decals, and
also helped design logos and rolling
stock color schemes for our ‘private
roads.’ Stan always took the extra
step to make sure his customers were
satisfied. But more importantly, Stan
always seemed to have an authentic
interest and a smile for everyone. He
embodied Will Rogers’ epigram, “I
never met a man I didn’t like.”
Gary Woolard

Santa Clarita Garden Railroad Club

Stan always had a smile for friends
running trains and at train shows. He
shared his skill with decal design with
clinics and advice. He will be missed.
Carla Brand Breitner

All of us from GR News were so sad
to learn of Stan's passing and send
condolences and hugs to his family.
Stan was a star in the world of GR
and will be missed.
Mick Spilsbury

Bay Area Garden Railway Society
Garden Railroading News

The first time I met Stan was when
I attended a clinic he conducted on
decals many years ago at a national
convention. But I only got to know
Stan personally in the past two years
as he helped me embark on a huge
project to convert 13 engines and 60
cars from Colorado Southern and
Denver Rio Grande to Northern
Pacific. He cheerfully and patiently
produced many drafts of about 1,000
decals to complete this project.
His decals were always excellently
produced and arrived carefully
packaged. I still have about 1/3 of
the cars left to do, and as I continue
my conversion, I will think about the
fun we had in working on this project
together. I will miss his cheery, can-do
attitude, jokes, and infinite patience
he had in working with me. He has
helped countless others like me, and
the hobby has lost a great person who
has helped so many improve their
models.
Bill Derville

Rose City Garden Railway Society
Garden Railroading News

I first met Stan in 2007 at the annual
MLS gathering at Marty Cozad’s
home in Nebraska. Marty’s huge
layout was battery only, so I could not
operate my train. Talking with Stan,
he offered me a great deal on an old
system he had that used an R/C unit
formerly used for model airplanes. In
those days, I had very little budget for
trains, so he allowed me to get my feet
wet. The following year, he brought
the equipment and helped me convert
my Bumblebee Ten-wheeler to battery
and remote control. Sharon and I
enjoyed our visits with Stan and Kay
at Marty’s over the remaining years
the event was held. We often kept in
touch via email and a bit on Facebook
in the later years. I will certainly miss
my friend and regret that in our travels
we were never able to meet up again in
Arizona.
Michael and Sharon Barnes
Dallas, Oregon

Photos Welcome for

Seen on the Tracks
A G Scale Realistic Scene Photo Gallery
Please send uncompressed photo (with caption
information describing the scene and rolling
stock, railroad name & proprietors, location, and
photographer’s credit) to:
Editor@GRNews.org ; photos may also appear
on the GR News website and social media.

Santa Clarita Garden Railroad Club
Garden Railroading News
Letters                   GR News Original Content
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Affiliated Clubs by State & Country as of 1/15/2022
AR………………
  ………………
AR/OK/MO*……
AZ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
CA………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
CO………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
CT………………
  ………………
D.C./MD/VA*
DE………………
  ………………
FL………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
GA………………
IA………………
ID………………
ID/WA*…………
IL…………………
  ………………
  ………………
IN………………
  ………………
KS/MO*………
KY/OH*………
MA………………
MD………………
MD/DC/VA* …

Canada……

  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
  ………………
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Greater Hot Springs Garden Railway Society
ME……………… Maine Garden Railway Society
Northwest Arkansas Garden Railway Society
MI……………… Lakeshore Garden Railway Club
Ozark Garden Railroad Society
MN…………… Minnesota Garden Railway Society
Arizona Big Trains Operators
MO/KS*……… MO-KAN Garden Railroaders
Central Arizona Model RR Club
MO/AR/OK*…… Ozark Garden Railroad Society
Gadsden Pacific Div. Toy Train Operating Museum
NC……………… Coastal Carolina Garden Railroad Society
Oracle Community Learning Garden Kid’s Railroad
  ……………… Gibson Valley Garden RailRoad
Tucson Garden Railway Society
  ……………… North Carolina Garden Railway Society
VDO Garden Railroad Club
  ……………… Piedmont Garden Railway Society
1:32 Scale Group
NE……………… Rivercity Railroaders
Bay Area Garden Railway Society
NH……………… New Hampshire Garden Railway Society
Central California Coast Garden Railroad Society
NJ……………… South Jersey Garden Railway Society
Del Oro Pacific Large Scale Modular Railroaders
NM…………… New Mexico Garden Railroaders
Diablo Pacific Short Line
NV……………… Las Vegas Garden Railroad Society
Fairplex Garden Railroad Volunteers
  ……………… Northern Nevada Garden Railroad Society
Gandydancers
NY……………… Central New York Large Scale Railway Society
Gold Coast Garden Railway Society
  ……………… Finger Lakes Live Steamers
Mendocino Coast Model RR & Navigation Co.
  ……………… Genesee G Gauge Railway Society
Orange County Garden Railway Society
  ……………… Long Island Garden Railway Society, Inc.
Redwood Empire Garden Railway Society
  ……………… Western New York Garden Railway Society
Sacramento Valley Garden Railway Society
OH……………… Buckeye State Garden Railroaders
San Diego Garden Railway Society
  ……………… Columbus Garden Railway Society
San Joaquin Garden Railway Society
OH/KY*………… Greater Cincinnati Garden Railway Society
San Leandro Historical Railway Society G&O Rwy
  ……………… Miami Valley Garden Railway Society
Santa Clarita Valley Garden Railroad Club
  ……………… Northern Ohio Garden Railway Society
Santa Fe & Buthead Cove RR Train Group
  ……………… Riverside Railroad Crew
Shasta Garden Railway Society
OK……………… Central Oklahoma Garden Railroad Society
Southern California Garden Railway Society
OK/AR/MO*…… Ozark Garden Railroad Society
Upland Garden Railroad Society
……………… Tulsa Garden Railway Club
Denver Garden Railway Society
OR……………… Cascade Crossing Module G-Scale Group
Grand Valley Model Railroad Club
  ……………… Medford Garden Railroaders
Mile High Garden Railway Society
  ……………… Northwest “G” Railroad Club
Northern Colorado Garden Railroaders
  ……………… Rose City Garden Railway Society
Central Connecticut “G” Gaugers Modular Club
  ……………… Train Mountain Railroad Museum
Central Connecticut ”G” Scalers
PA……………… Lehigh Valley Garden Railroaders
…Washington, Virginia & Maryland GRS
  ……………… North Central Pennsylvania Mountains GRS
First State Model Railroad Club
  ……………… Pennsylvania Garden Rail Society
Shore Line Garden Railroad
  ……………… Pittsburgh Garden Railway Society
Emerald Coast Garden Railway Club
  ……………… Southeastern Pennsylvania Garden Railway Society
Florida Garden Railway Society
  ……………… Susquehanna Valley Garden Railway Society
Model RR Division of Florida RR Museum
TN……………… Crossville Model Railroad Club
Tradewinds & Atlantic Railroad, Inc
  ……………… Mid-South Garden Railway Society
West Florida Railroad Museum
  ……………… Nashville Garden Railway Society
Georgia Garden Railway Society
TX……………… Houston Area G Gaugers
Central Iowa Garden Railway Society
  ……………… North Texas Garden Railroad Club
Southern Idaho G-Scale Railroad Society
  ……………… San Antonio Garden Railway Engineer Society
Inland Northwest Garden Railroad Society
UT……………… Color Country Model Railroad Club
Chicago Area Garden Railway Society
  ……………… Utah Garden Railway Society
LGB Model Railroad Club of Chicago
VA……………… Piedmont Railroaders
Midwest RAILS (Railroaders Active In Large Scale)
  ……………… Tidewater Big Train Operators
Illiana Garden Railway Society
VA/DC/MD* …
Washington, Virginia & Maryland GRS
Indiana Large Scale Railroaders
WA/ID*……… Inland Northwest Garden Railroad Society
MO-KAN Garden Railroaders
WA……………… Puget Sound Garden Railway Society
Greater Cincinnati Garden Railway Society
WI……………… Kenosha Garden Railroad Society
Rusty Rails & Rotten Ties
  ……………… Wisconsin Garden Railway Society
Mason Dixon Large Scale Railroad Society
Washington, Virginia & Maryland GRS
National US
Canada
Countries beyond North America
  Big Train Operator Club
Black Mountain Railway Club
AUS…………… Garden Railway Club of Australia Inc.
  LGB of America
BC Society of Model Engineers
  ……………… Australian Model Rwyy Assoc Queensland
Burlington Model Railway
NZ……………… Auckland Garden Railway Group
* Club/Society includes
Central Ontario GR Association
  ……………… Christchurch Garden Railway Group
members from multiple
Fraser Valley G-Scale Friends
states and is listed under   ……………… Locos, Lads & Lasses
Golden Horseshoe Live Steamers
  ……………… Waikato Garden Railway Group
each state.
Greater Vancouver GRC
  ……………… Wairarapa Garden Railway Group
London GRS
  ……………… Wellington Garden Railway Group
SWE…………… NTJ, Näsets Trädgårds Järväg (Varmland)
Northern Alberta Garden Railroaders
  ……………… Sveriges Tradgardsjarngar (Stockholm)
Ontario’s West GRS
CH……………… US G-Scale Friends Switzerland
Ottawa Valley GRS
UK……………… G Scale Society United Kingdom
Rocky Mountain Garden Railroaders
  ……………… Kent Group: G Scale Society
Vancouver Island GR Club

Check www.GRNews.org for an up-to-date Club Listing.

Affiliated Clubs
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MAGNIFYING THE NEWS
Are you having trouble reading GR News on
your screen? If so you can make it

Advertiser Index
2022 NGRC Denver………………… 23, 36
2023 NGRC Bay Area……………………… 31
Accucraft/Live Steam Station…………… 6
Airwire CVP Products……………………… 36
Bridgemasters……………………………… 34
Bridgewerks………………………………… 23
East Gary Car Company……………… 25
EnterTrainment Junction………………… 23
Evan Designs…………………………………… 17
GardenLines.net……………………………… 17
Gary Raymond Wheels………………… 35
G Scale Graphics…………………………… 19
G-Scale Installations……………………… 26
G Scale Society – UK…………………… 33
Hot Wire Foam Factory………………… 22
J. S. Woodcrafts…………………………… 36
LGB America…………………………………… 11
Live Steam Station/Accucraft……………… 6
Locolinc (Keithco Inc)…………………… 32

BIGGER
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Mini Forest by Sky………………………… 35
Model Decal Depot……………………… 23
MyLocoSound………………………………… 19
Mostly GScale.com……………………… 33
RailBoss………………………………………… 19
RCS of New England……………………… 21
Reindeer Pass……………………………… 29
RR Concepts………………………………… 34
Shawmut Car Shops……………………… 24
Split Jaw Products/RailClamp.com…… 21
Starting in Steam………………………… 32
Steam in the Garden……………………… 31
Stoneworks…………………………………… 24
Sunset Valley Railroad…………………… 25
Train Installations………………………… 29
Trainz.com…………………………………… 30
Valley Train Station……………………… 26
Wifitrax………………………………………… 31
Wright Bridges………………………………… 31

How to Download GR News

GR News is a PDF document meant to be read in Acrobat Reader. It
can be read in many browsers, but is best inside Acrobat Reader where
you can control more display options and jump around throughout the
magazine. All browsers have a download option, but the icons can vary.
Look for an arrow pointing down and try clicking on it; then choose
MAGNIFYING THE NEWS
“Save File” and a location on your device. Some icon examples
are
MAGNIFYING THE NEWS
shown here. Look for the arrow.

MAGNIFYING THE NEWS

Are you having trouble reading GR News on
your screen? If so you can make it

BIGGER
How to Change Page DisplayCheck out the image below to see how.

When GR News is read in Acrobat Reader, the display can be adjusted using choices under the “VIEW” menu. GR News is designed for
Two Page Display with Cover, so the front page is alone and the rest of
the magazine appears as a two-page spread as if it was a print magazine. You control this with the “Page Display” choices under the “VIEW”
menu. You can choose “Fit Page” or “Fit Height” to see pages without
having to select a percentage. Size of page controls can also be found
above a PDF on screen or by clicking a magnifying glass icon with a “+”
inside. (Not the “search/find” empty magnifying glass icon.)

Check out the image below to see how.

MAGNIFYING THE NEWS

Ad Index and A Garden Railroading News Explainer
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MAGNIFYING THE NEWS
Are you having trouble reading GR News on
your screen? If so you can make it

BIGGER
Check out the image below to see how.

+

CLICK THE PLUS
SIGN TO MAGNIFY
THE NEWS!

CLICK THE PLUS
WEBSITES
&
SIGN TO MAGNIFY
HAMBURGERS
THE NEWS!

Are you unable to see all our website
pages on your mobile phone?
If so, let us introduce you to

THE ‘HAMBURGER’

Hope these explainers helps make reading GR News more fun. Enjoy.

CLICK THE PLUS
SIGN TO MAGNIFY
THE NEWS!

Are y
p

CLICK the Hamburger
to get to the
Page Menu
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